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MUSIC BOOKS 
PUBLISHED BY 

OLIVER DITSON 
BOSTON, lY-LA.SS. 

GOOD THINGS MUSICAL. Musical Almanac-Any Month. 
Whatever they are, the music to perform them, to under

stand them, to enjoy them, will be found in the immense es- 1 
tablishments of OLIVER DITSON & CO., who have 2 
on hand: 3 

Concert Songs, Gospel Songs, Sac~·ed Songs, School 4 
Songs, Sunday School Songs, Comic Songs, College 5 
Songs, Jubilee Songs, Popula'r Songs, Choir and Con- 6 
g1•egational Music, Tontc-S6l-Fa Music, Catholic 7 
Music, .Anthems and Oho'ruses, Part--Songs and Glees, 8 
Opera, Oratorio and Cantata ltCusic, Collections of -
Music for Piano, Organ, and All Other Instruments, -
and in fact eve1•y kind of mus'lc that is made. 

All this is in the shape of Sheet Music (3,000,000 pieces), 15 
Octavo Music (3,000 kinds), or of music collected in well-bound _ 
books (4000 kinds) . Send for Lists, Catalogues, Descriptions _ 
and Advice. Any book mailed for retail price. 

Music Teacher Rises at his usual hour, and plans 
and dreams out a wideawake musical campaign. 
Music Teacher Sets his wits at work to revise 
his methods, and concludes that there is no better way 
than to use Ditson & Co.'s ~uperior Music Books. 
Writes for catalogues, specimens and descriptions. 
Don't know what to do. 
Catalogues ar ·ive. He is favorably impressed with the 
following: Song Harmony (60 cts., or $6 dozen) for 
Singing Classes and High Schools; Jehovah's Praise 
($1, or $9 dozen) for Choirs, Classes, Conventions, Sacred 
and Secular music; Song Manual (Book 1, 30 cts. 
Book 2, 40 eta.,) a complete new music course for Schools; 
United Voices (50 cb., 84.50 doz.) a collection of 
School Songs; Part-Songs and Clees ($1, 89 doz.) 
Anthems of Praise (81, or $9 doz.); Dow's Sacred 
Orpheus for Male Voices ($1,) has 92 good and new 

SOME OF THE NEWEST BOOXS ARE: 22 sacred quartets-Just out. The Teacher concludes stlll to 
use the very successful Richardson's New Method 
for the Pianoforte ($3.00), but gladly avails himself 
of the new classic collections: Plano Classics ($1.00), 
Classical Pianist ($1.00) and Young People's 
Classics ($1.00), as containing the best pieces fvr 
practice. 

SONC CLASSICS, Soprano, SONC -
CLASSICS, Alto and Bass, CLASSIC
TENOR ~SONCS. Each,$1.00. Very select :: 

and good music. PRAISE IN SONC, (25cts.,) 3t 

New Cospel Song Book. Any Book Mailed for Retail Price. 

co. 
SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS. 

Faithful and successful School Teachers use the Best Books, 
without regard to the interests of authors or publishers; and 
are great patrons of Ditson & Co.'s carefully made books, com
piled by the best talent. 

For lists and descriptions, please correspond. 

KINDERCARTEN. 
Kindergarten Chimes, $1.25, Kate D. Wiggin. A Manual 

and Song Book for Kindergartners. 
Songs and Games for Little Ones. $2.00, Gertrude Walker 

and Harriet S. Jenks. 136 of the sweetest of sweet Songs. 
Kindergarten Plays, Richter, 80 cts. 

PRIMARY. The Youngest Note Readers. 
American School Music Readers. Book 1, 35 C'ts. 
Gems for Little Singers, 30 cts. Emerson & Swayne. 

INTERMEDIATE and CRAMMAR. 
United Voices, 50 cts., and Song Bells, 50 cts., both by L. 

0. Emerson, and the first just out. 

THE HICHER SCHOOLS. 
Laudamus, 81.00, a Hymnal for Ladies' Colleges, by Profs. 

Kendrick and Ritter of Vassar. 
Royal Singer, 60 cts , L. 0. Emerson. For Adult Singing 

Classes and High Schools. 
Song Greeting. 60 cts., L. 0. Emerson. Refined and Beau

tiful Part Songs. 

Specimen Copies of any of the above books mailed, post 

free, for the price herein given. 

ESTABLISHED 18G2. THE MISSOURI 
TH.E S~ITH 

American Organ and Piano Co. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

PIANOS 
I AND I 

ORGANS. 
. Our Instruments have a world-wide repu

tation, and are second to none in Tone, Touch 
Workmanship or ·Design. An absolute war~ 
ranty with every instrument. 

Catalogues and prices on application. 

The Smith American Organ and· Piano Co. 
BOSTON, MASS., or KANSAS CITY, MO. 

SAFE DEPOSIT CJL 
EQUITABLE BUILDINC, 

6th and Locust Sts., ST. LOUIS, MO. 

Absolute!~ Burglar and Fire-Proof Safes to 
rent at from $10.00 per annum upwards. 

Renters bave all the privileges of the Read
ing Rooms, Coupon Rooms, Etc. 

Silverware, Bric-a-Brac and Valuables of 
any description can be stored for any length of 
time in our Vaults at very low rates . 

Premises open to inspection from 9 a. m. 
until 4:30 p. m. 

OFFICERS. 
JAMES J. HOYT, President. 

HENRY G. MARQUAND, 1st Vice-Pres't. J. S. KENDRICK, Secretary. 
G. D. CAPEN, Treas. and2d Vice-Pres't. EDw. A. SMITH, Sup't of Safes. 

Louis FITZGERALD, 
GEo. D. CAPEN, 
HENRY C. flAARSTICK, 

DIRECTORS. 
HENRY G. MARQUAND, 
Gxo. W. ALLEN, 
JAKES J. HoYT, 

HENRY B. HYDE, 
D. K. FERGUSON, 
WILLIAM NICHOLS· 
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JOEL SWOPE & BRO. 
No. 311 North Broadway, 

.A.:re "the 

Leading Shoe Men 

ST. LOUIS. 

THEY KEEP ONLY 

The Best Goods, Have ONE PRICE, 
A r e Never Behind the Style , a n d are Reasona ble in 

t h eir Prices. Courtesy is as much a l aw 
w ith u s a s Business. 

Illustrated Catalogue Mailed Free. 

KROEGER PIANOS 
KBO~~EB & SONS, 

Manufacturers. 

FACTORY AND WAREROOMS, 

Corner .21st Street and 2d Avenue, 

NEW YORK. 

Agent for St. Lo~is and State of Missouri, 

F. :BEYE:R, 
No. 820 Chouteau Ave., 

ST. LOUIS.· 

All Who Use The Best Known 
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, for Colds and Pulmonary medicine is undoubtedly 
Coughs, pronounce it the best medicine Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. That its 
they ever tried, and determine never to timely use has prevented Consumption 
be without it. In Croup, Whooping is quite certain. Even in advanced 
Cough, and Sore Throat, this prepara- stages of that disease, it eases the dis-
tion gives immediate relief. tressing cough and induces sleep. 

"I had pneumonia in 1885 and after- "I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral 
wards a severe ~ 1 1~ ?V- for bronchitis anrt. lung diseases, for 
cough. By the use ~. · which I believe it to be the greatest 
of one bottle of ~ 1 medicine in the world."- James Miller, 
Ayer's Cherry Pee- .; ./' ~ Caraway, N. C. 
toral I was relieved { ~~ ~ "Eight years ago I contracted a se-
anq, much bene~t- 1 - vere cold which settled on my lungs, 
ed. -D. B. Lam, "''!! _ ~ and for six months the physicians sup-
Daggett's Mills,-Pa. · •\ posed I had consumption. I was cured 

"After an exten- · by taking one bot.tle of Ayer's Cherry 
sive practice of near- Pectoral."- A. J. Wentworth, 17 Boott 
ly one third of a Corporation, Lowell, Mass. 
c e n t u r y , Ayer's " It affords me much pleasure to bear 
Cherry Pectoral is testimony to the great value of Ayer's 
my cure for recent Cherry Pectoral, which I have used dur-
colds and coughs. I ing several years for colds, coughs, and 
prescribe it, and be- bronchial troubles- always with satis-
lieve it to be the faction."-W. E. Sheldon, Editor Ame?'-
v e r y best expec- ican Teache1·, Hawley st., Boston, Mass. 
torant now offered "I took a bad cold eight years ago, 
to the people."-Dr. J. C. Levis, Drug- and became so weak and emaciated that 
iist, West Bridgewater, Pa. all agreed that I was in consumption. 

"Of the many preparations for the At last I procured a bottle of Ayer's 
cure of colds and coughs, there are none Cherry Pectoral, and from the first dose 
so reliable as Ayer's Cherry Pectoral." I found 1·e1ief. Two bottles cured me." 
- T. G. Edwards, M.D., Blanco, Texas. -J. S. Bradley, Malden, Mass. 

"I have used all your medicines, and ''For years I was in decline. I had 
keep them constantly in my house. I weak lungs, and suffered from bronchi-
think tis and catarrh. Ayer's Cher-

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral 
ry Pectoral saved my life some years has effected a complete cure."- E. E. 
ago."-John Meyer, Florence, W.Va. Curtis, Rutland, Vt. 
Prepared by Dr.J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass. Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5. 

LOOK AT THIS! 
The Very Finest Quality of VIOLIN, GUITAR and other 

ABRUZZI GUT STRINGS 

At Prices Lower than those offered by any Other 
House in America. 

WE CUARANTEE THESE STRINCS. 

THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY. 

KUNKEL BROS., 
612 Olive Street. 
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THE RANGE OF VOICES. 

OME time ago, one Signor Vallo, of Phila
delphia, emitted the theory that voices 
were contracting-that the contralto and 
the basso were passing away and being 
replaced by mezzo-soprano and barytone. 
Mr. Henry Haynie, the Paris correspond
ent of the Boston Sunday Herald, inter
viewed a number of the leading teachers 

of music in the .French capital upon the subject, 
and sends their replies to the Herald. As m1ght 
have been expected, the general consensus is that 
Signor Vallo's alleged con traction of voices exists 
only in his mind. One of the answers, that of Mr. 
Beer, discusses the topic at some length, and 
contains so much of interest, outside of the spe
cial question treated, that we take pleasure in re
producing it in extenso. Mr. Haynie says: 

"M. Adolphe Beer is a Polish gentleman, who 
came to Paris ever so many years ago. He is a so
loist in the Hebrew Temple of the rue de Provence, 
and his rich, powerful voice is one of the attrac
tions of that fashionable synagogue. Mme. Beer 
is a French lady. She is very handsome, quite sym
pathetic in her nature, and is also an excellent 
physician. They live in a pretty hotel of their own 
at No. 28 rue Duperee, and I have met some lovely 
people at madame's Tuesday afternoons. Prof. 
.Beer has had extraordinary success in forming 
voices, both male and female, for light operas. 
Several of his pupils are at the Opera Comique, 
and one soprano IS now singing,with great succes1:1, 
at St. Petersburg. There is one American girl stu
dying with M. Beer at the present time, with whom 
he is particularly pleased, and those who have 
heard her say she is bound to be famous. But the 
professor says she must study hard at least two or 
three years more, before he will consent to her 
singing in public. Well, here is what M. Beer writes 
me as to Sig. Vallo's dogma: 

My Dear Mr. Haynie: It is very difficult to lay 
down a general theory. Each country and every 
climate have produced and are still producing 
voices of' different tones and compass. In Russia, 
for example, organs are forbidden by religious 
usages, and these are replaced by human voices. I 
have myself heard there, during many years, deep 
bass voices that went away down below counter C 
as low as G and F. These notes are sent out with 
a fullness and power which no organ pipe can 
equal, and that1 too, in an easy and agreeable way. 
These voices, w1thout being very common, are not 
rare, and do not surprise Russians, although they 
astonish foreigners. 

On the other hand, the Cossack re~iments have 
no instrumental music, and the soldiers have no 
idea of music; but whatever may be the season 
and the temperature, the men spend all their leis
ure time in singing. I have heard among them 
tenors with homogeneous and not at all feminine 
voices, who gave the A and the B above the C which 
we admire so much at the theatre, and yet they 
follow no regime for the voice and they sing in the 
open air. 

In Poland, voices of all sorts,except the contralto 
are different from the Russian ones. I have lived 
long enough in Germany and in Austria, and have 
had enough pupils from those countries to haY'e a 
well-foundtld opinion. In them, all kinds of voices 
are to be met with-bass are sufficient1y numerous, 
but there are fewer baritones-but the tones are 
generally spoiled by the the nature of the lan
guage, which is injurious to the fine development 
of the voice. 

In France, where I have lived for 24 years, it is 
rarer to find good voices in the north than it is in 
the south. There are very few real bass voices, al
most no contraltos: basses chantantes are numer-
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ous, and there are but few Verdi baritones. This 
last mentioned voice cannot be acclimated here; 
the necessity of forcing the voice because of the 
size of the theatres leads to the use of basses chan
tantes in the place of baritones. 

Italy, formerly the school of the whole world, no 
longer furnishes the singers it formerly produced. 
Donizetti and Verdi have been the cause of giving 
Italy numerous baritones who have been formed at 
the expense of the singing bass voices, but the 
country has no bassi profundi, and an examination 
of the national repertoire shows that it never had 
any. 

As for America, I am, to my great regret, unable 
to speak concerning male voices, for 1 have heard 
very few of them· but I have had not only numer
ous auditions of female voices, but have several fe
male pupils, and am able, therefore, to express a 
well-founded opinion. 1 have found these voices 
charming, delicious in freshness and smoothness, 
and of a considerable compass. They require most 
careful training. If the professor, as is often the 
case, falls into the error of paying attention onll 
to the notes of the lower register, a precious qua -
ity which the light soprani of your country often 
possess, he fancies he hail formed a contralto or a 
mezzo-soprano, but he has only succeeded in de
stroying the charm of a voice which would have 
had a fine future, and has prevented his pupil from 
succeeding and the public from admiring. 

You see, from these facts, that it is impossible to 
admit, even upon the assertions of the most clear
sighted observer who has only examined isolated 
individuals, even those of an entire country, that 
a contraction of the voice has taken place. 

Thus far I have studied the question from a geo
graphical standpoint; let us now look at it from an 
historical point of view by reading over the parti
tions of other times, and by comraring them with 
those of our own day. This wil bring us to the 
same conclusion. Let us begin with the time when 
singers really took possession of the stage, and ex
amine the masterpieces of the great masters. 

First epoch. From Mozart to toe • William Tell' 
of Rossini the singer is everything, and the orches
tra merely an accompaniment. The voices are of 
the ordinary range: bassi, tenors, soprani, and al
most no baritones. Two exceptions do not in any 
way lessen the correctness of these observations. 
They are the role of the Queen of Night in the 
'Magic Flute,' written by Mozart especially for 
Mlle. Josepha Weber, and that of Figaro in the 
'Barbier de Seville,' written for Pellegrini, then a 
baritone and popular buffo. 

Second epoch. The orchestra now becomes the as
sociate of the singer, notably so in' William Tell.' 
and in all the works written by Meyerbeer for the 
French opera, in which the accompaniment is even 
more crushing for the singer. Nearly all the prin
cipal parts have a very wide compass, and were 
written for special voices. It is, however, to be no
ticed that these parts areBtillsung, and I may add, 
en passant, that I consider as natural voices those 
which formerly were considered phenomenal. We 
may have prima donnas to-day who can go up to 
F sharp. Donizetti began to utilize baritone voices, 
and Verdi has given them still greater importance. 

Third epoch. Modern masters give more import
ance to the orchestra, and this is to the detriment 
of the singers. lt is unnecessary to dwell upon this 
point. · 

Conclusion. From this rapid examination it re
sults that, while in all times and in all countries 
bassi profundi have been rare On the stage, con
tralti have been still rarer, and yet, in spite of this 
difficulty, such parts have always been filled, that. 
the p,arts have been becoming more and more diffi
cult to sing, calling for greater power and wider 
compass than formerly. These parts continue to be 
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filled, sometimes very honorably from the point of 
view of the talent they call for, and generally quite 
sufficiently as concerns the volume and compass of 
the voices. 

It is, therefore, impossible to conclude that any 
contraction has taken place in voices. If the art 
of singing, properly so-called, has unfortunately 
retrograded during the last few years, the cause 
does not lie with nature, who is always constant in 
all her works, but, in the first place, in the way 
modern masters compose; and, secondly, because 
of the lack of true singing professors, who are but 
poorly replaced by good musicians, talented accom
panists, who have no idea of the right way the 
voice should be given forth, of the proper way of 
posing it, or of diction, all of which are indispensa
ble for the formation of a good artist. Some teach
ers, more learned, but carried away by a false the
ory concerninf: the registers of the voice, sometimes 
fall into the dangerous error of making their pu
pil& work in a way contrary to the real nature of 
their voices, and this prevents them from obtain
ing good results. 

Receive, sir, the assurances of my most distin-
guished sentiments. · A. BEER." 

ORIGIN OF HYMNS. 

HE old hymns and hymn tunes, generally, 
were composed for special occasions or 
brought out by some incident in the 
writer's life or events of his time. Most 
of the good and lasting ones have thus 
been brought out. Would that some of 
the book-makers of the present day could 
take cognizance of this fact, for it is a 

cogent truth against the wholesale manufacturing 
of tunes, tune books, and in fact musical ,Publica
tions of every description, as the market 1s at the 
present day being flooded. The thing is going so 
far that persons are engaged to sit down and make 
a book; grind out one to order. The fact is that 
many of the platitudes printed between two covers 
and freely advertised by the publishers, and also 
by the authors themselves, do not deserve the 
name of hymns and musical settings. Of the 
really fine hymns the number is comparatively 
small and most of them bear the stamp of the 
writer's experience or are an expression of his in
dividual longing, aspiration or praise. "Nearer 
my God to Thee," in its varied pictures of sorrow, 
could only have been the outcome of a real experi
ence. How this may be we have no means of 
knowing, but think it must be so. Heber wrote 
his missionary hymn one Saturday night under 
the influence of feelings stirred by missionary zeal. 
It was iung the next mornin~ to a popular sailor 
air known as," 'Twas when the sea was Toaring." 
Watts complained to his father that the psalmody 
of the church was not good. "Make it better, my 
son," was all the consolation he got; and by the 
next morning he had written one of his best hymns, 
and this was followed by others. He did make the 
rcsalmody of his day better. Kirke White wrote, 
'When marshalled on the mighty plain," when 

rowing an open boat on a small inlet one dark 
night. Wesley wrote in the neighborhood of 7,000 
hymns, and all the best ones were called out by 
some great public event or by some experience in 
his own life. Many more cases might be cited to 
illustrate this matter, but these are enough to 
show that hymns, songs, and tunes "written es
pecially for this work," are generally a vanity and 
a delusion. Flint and steel must meet to bring 
:fire, and the rubbing of paper currency over leaden 
plates gives little else than noise and emptiness. 
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KUNKEL BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS, 

612 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS. 

I. D. FOULON, A.M., LL.B., EDITOR. 

SUBSCRIPTION. 

12 00 

Kunkel had not read Mr. Lindemuth's communi- It seems to us we have heard that charge before. 
cation. Whatever Mr. Kunkel's personal feelings Victor Hugo, that beneficent giant of modern liter
in the matter, therefore, they were '!lnknown and ature, was branded as a sensationalist by the "old 
unexpressed to the writer, who, personally, has fogies" whose works are even now forgotten; the 
never had anything to do with the Stein ways. wonderful popular success of Dore's large paintings 

That the Stein way agency had ever been taken caused him to be called a sensationalist by scores 
from the Kunkels, was news to us. We therefore of less successful painters; and Spurgeon and Tal
asked Mr. Kunkel for the facts, and he gave them mage are called" sensational" preachers, as were 
to us, substantially, as follows: before them Beecher and Whitfield, by those pon

" Before we" [the deceased brother and hi:rnself] derously learned gentlemen of the cloth who oft
" took the St. Louis agency of the Steinway piano, ener than not preach to empty pews. Now-a-days, 
the agency had been held by Balmer & Weber. Mr. the last word of impotent envy seems to be" sen
Petri, of Steinway & Sons, showed me by their sationalism I" 

OneYear, -

Six Months, 
Sincle Copy, 

125 
books ~hat the total sales of Steinway pianos There is sensationalism and sensationalism, the 

25 
through their St. Louis agency, for the two years evil and the good. .All art is in one senS'e sensa-

Thu include& po&tage on paper, to all point& except St. Louu. d · h d t d t · t t t · · prece mg, a amoun e o JUS wen y-s1x m- tional, for that art which addresses itself solely to St. Louis aub&criber& must add at the rate of 25 cents per year to 
their aubacriptiona when they wish to receive the REVIEW by mail. struments. We made a market here for the Stein- the intellect may be science, but is not true art. 
Thia ia due to the peculiarity of the postal Zawa, which prevent way pianos, which, by the way, have not a more Now, in what sense can it be truly said that Gil
monthlypublicaliona' being aent at second-class ratea in the vlace sincere admirer than myself, but never found the more is sensational? Does he, like Julien of old, 
where thev are published. Steinways in anywise disposed to be accommodat- or Jike others who have since blossomed into 

Subscribers finding this notice marked will understand that 
their subscription expires with this number. The paper will 
be discontinued unless the subscription be renewed promptly. 

THE STEINWAYS AND KUNKEL B·ROS. 

'

NDER the title of" The Moxter Suicide," 
the American Musician, of Sept. 22, repro
duces our brief editorial on the suicide 
of Jacob Moxter, and in juxtaposition 
therewith our abridgement of Mr. Linde
muth's communication on the subject, 
and then says : 

11 Surely it would seem that the second paragraph 
contradicted the first. 

"The Kunkels were formerly Steinway agents 
and have always bitterly resented the withdrawal 
of the agency from them. This fact will go far to 
explain their animus in this matter." 
If there were any contradiction in the two para

graphs quoted, there would be no inconsistency in 
publishing both as we did; the one is an expression 
of editorial opinion, the other the statement of 
the views of a correspondent. It happens, how
ever, that there is not the shadow of a contradic
tion between the two. Mr. Li'ndemuth stated, in 
substance, that Mr. Moxter's brain had been af
fected for some time, and that" the publicity given 
to his business difficulties completed the wreck of 
his reason and led to his self-destruction." That 
publicity was purely the result of the Steinways' 
action in browbeating Moxter into surrendering his 
business to them; although they had the evidence 
of his solvency. We stated, editorially, that the 
Steinways had taken advantage of Moxter's_weak 
mind to overstock him with their pianos and then 
pressed him for payment as soon as his notes be
came due-driving him mad. We will add, for the 
information of the American Musician, that the or
der for the pianos that formed the basis of the 
indebtedness to the Steinways, which led to the 
capture of Moxter's business, was countermanded 
by telegraph as soon as Moxter returned to St. 
Louis; that the Stein ways replied, by telegraph 
also, that the pianos had already been shipped, 
but that the bill of lading showed that, as a mat
ter of fact, they were not shipped until some days later. 

The next point to be noticed is, that Mr. Kunkel 
is not the editor of this journal, nor in any way 
morally responsible for its editorial opinions. Mr. 
Quigg, one of the editors of the Musician, is per
sonally acquainted with the editor of the Review, 
and knows that Mr. Kunkel rarely sees an editorial 
until after the Review is out. In this particular in
stance, he knew nothing of the editorial para
graph commented upon. Mr. Lindemuth left his 
manuscript at the office of Kunkel Bros. Mr. Kun
kel handed it to the editor, who glanced at it then 
and put it into his pocket, merely remarking that 
it needed" boiling down." So far as we know, Mr. 

ing. Some years later, we concluded to go out of ' bandmasters, play monkey for the audience with 
the piano business and give exclusive attention to the mingled air of high tragedy and low comedy? 
our publishing interests. We finally struck a bar- On the contrary, he is at all times the leader, never 
gain with E. A. Benson, then of Memphis, Tenn. the mountebank.-" But his monster festivals
Mr. Benson was anxious to secure the Steinway with their cannon, unwieldy choruses, etc., were 
agency, which we still held, and we believed we they not sensational?" Most assuredly, and it was 
could secure its transfer to him, and so informed right they should be. When the long-absent prodi
him. I went to New York to effect the transfer, gal son comes back penitent and chastened to his 
but the Steinways refused to transfer the agency, father's home, will you sneer at the exuberant joy 
and very strenuously urged me to continue as their of the family, the killing of the fatted calf, the 
agent. We then notified Mr. Benson that we bad preparations for the feast, because they are sensa
been unable to secure the transfer of the agency to tional? There are times when to be sensational is 
him and offered to release him from his bargain. to be natural, and naturalness is one of the ele
Mr. Benson, however, said he would take our busi- ments of genuine art. But, after all, music has at 
ness at the price agreed upon, and endeavor to ar- times a mission beyond music; it is sometimes a 
range with the Steinways himself. We thereupon means rather than an end, and in any case it is by 
transferred our business to him and stepped out of its fruits that you know the tree. Now, what have 
.the Hteinway agency against the express wishes of been the fruits, the practical results of Gilmore's 
the Steinways themselves. Tha.t is how the Stein- sensational enterprises? Take the great Peace Ju
way agency was 1 withdrawn' from us. As to the bilee. Is there a musician who will deny that it 
profitableness of the Steinway agency, it almost gave a powerful impulse to the sense of real recon
broke up Benson, who held it for awhile. Then ciliation between inimical sections, and is there a 
Conover Bros. came here and held It for two years. non-musician who will not concede that it attracted 
It was so profitable that they dropped it just in his attention to the power of music and raised it in 
time to save themselves. Then came Moxter, poor his estimation? Take, if you please, his monster 
fellow! Who next?" concert in New Orleans, while yet the wounds made 

We echo Mr. Kunkel's question-who next? In by the sword were gaping and bleeding, and think 
the meantime, the Steinways are running the shop of Gilmore's marshaling sixteen thousand little 
themselves. Would the editors of the American "rebels" from the schools and teaching them 
Musician like to pay the running expenses and take 

1 

afresh that best of American national hymns, 
the profits of the St. Louis house? If so, in spite "The Star-Spangled Banner I" Sensational! Yes, 
of the fact that, as they say, they are" not afflicted I and thank God for such sensations; for, from the 
with any great love for the Stein ways," we have no day when those sixteen thousand throats sang out 
doubt that they can secure that privilege. They that song of loyalty, more than twice sixteen 
will then know whether or. not we have exagger-j thousand hearts learned again to beat in unison 
ated the local feeling against the "innocent" with the throbs of the National life. And was 
causers of Moxter's death. there not here also a musical advance as well? 

P. S. GILMORE. 

E are not going to write a biographical 
sketch of the famous bandmaster. 
That task, well or ill, we accomplished 
a year ago or more. But we feel in a 
preaching mood to-night, and we in
tend to preach a brief lay sermon on 
musical shams, with P. S. Gilmore as 

our text-pre-text would perhaps be a more accu
rate expression. Let us hasten to say that we do 
not, by any means, class Mr. Gilmore among the 
musical shams. It is his critics who, for the most 
part, belong in that category. 
It is the fashion in certain musical circles to 

sneer at Mr. Gilmore and the achievements of his 
famous band. Every once in awhile, one of the 
musical wiseacres who compose these narrow cote
ries breaks out in print and we read that" Gilmore 
is sensational," sensationalism being held up to the 
gaze of the public as a great crime against the dig
nity of art. 

There are those who consider Gilmore's ordinary 
programmes are too popular. This is their great 
merit. There is an almost impassable gulf between 
the Wagner worshiper or the strict classicist and 
the mass of the people. Who shall bridge this 
chasm? Who shall make a way from the simple 
music of the people to the grand tone-poems of 
Beethoven? Not the extremists, surely, but men 
of broad sympathies; men who can see the beauty 
of the violet at the foot of the mountain as well as 
the grandeur of the mountain's storm-crowned 
bead. Such a man is Gilmore. If be plucks a tiny 
blossom here and there, he does it on his way to 
higher regions ; if he picks up a pretty shell now 
and then, he knows that those for whom he gathers 
them cannot but get a glimpse of the majestic 
ocean on whose shore they stand. We have looked 
critically over hi.s programmes, and we have been 
struck most forcibly by their educational charac
ter; with the wisdom with which the lighter and 
heavier compositions have oeen intermingled. We 
say nothing of the execution of his programmes, 
for even his opponents have nothing to say against 
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that. With the relatively limited resources of a 
military band in the way of tone-color, who, with
out having heard it, would believe it possible to 
approach the perfection of rendering attained by 
his band in overtures, symphonies, etc.? 

Mr. Gilmore is for every one a great bandmaster; 
for us be is something besides, something more
be is a great popular educator. No wonder de
lighted thousands daily throng the Exposition 
Music Hall-when they are at once entertained 
and instructed. May this musical missionary be 
spared to us yet many years, and reap everywhere 
the appreciation which he deserves. It is time 
musical pharisees ceased to prate of" sensational
ism" and" sham" when speaking of Gilmore's 
work, and should be made to realize that the worst 
shams are their own pretenses of extra excellence, 
their claims of a superiority, without other basis 
than their ability to sneer. 

~STHETIC IS NOT ETHICAL CULTURE. 

i
N the last issue of the Etude, we find an 

article entitled: "How to Acquire a Sym
pathetic Touch" in which the writer 
takes the position that such a touch can 
only be acquired by "cultivating the 
heart." As a means to the end of "heart" 

.. culture the writer in question says: 

"The following studies are recommended:-

1. The study of nature. Every year some 
'familiar science' should be carefully reviewed, 
and observations should be made constantly. The 
student should endeavor to classify the results of 
his observations. The study of botany, geology and 
astronomy will greatly enlarge the sensibilitits. 

2. The study of poetry and the other arts. 
Every week should witness some advance in the 
thorough knowledge of literature. Shakespeare 
and Milton alone will suffice for years of close 
study. 

3. The humanities. 
Generosity goes hand in hand with keen sensi

bility. With what unselfish profusion did Mozartt 
Beethoven and Liszt bestow their hard-earnea 
money wherever they thought it was needed. The 
artist must cultivate love for his fellow-man. 
Nothing so surely blunts the sensibilities as the 
practice of selfishness and thoughtless disregard of 
others. It makes the soul dark and obtuse and 
arrests the growth of all delicate feeling. 

These are sonie of the helpful studies which the 
artist cannot afford to neglect." 

We have often nrged broader education for musi
cians and we are far from advising students of 
music to study only music; but there are some 
things which learning will do and some others it 
will not do, and he is not a true friend of learning 
who claims for it more than it contains or can 
give. 

When the musician leaves the class-room or the 
concert hall to mingle with his fellow-man, he 
ceases to be a musician for the time being, and his 
mental calibre is necessarily measured by his 
knowledge andmental grasp of matters non-music
al. It is there that most musicians fail miserably, 
because of the narrow limits of their culture, and 
here the necessity for knowledge of something 
beyond music becomes quite apparent. To say, 
however, that "the study of botany, jl;eology and 
astronomy will greatly enlarge the sensibilities" 
shows a great ignorance of the character of those 
sciences or of the constitution of the human mind, 
or both. These are purely intellectual studies
studies that will enrich the memory and cultivate 
the reason, but these faculties of the mind have 
but a very indirect influence upon the sensibilities. 
There would be quite as much sense in advising a 
boxer that the way to cultivate his biceps was to 
play foot-ball as there is to advise the cultivation 

of the intellect as a means of developing the sensi
bilities. The way to cultivate the sensibilities is 
to cultivate the sensibilities. 

Nor is it true, even, that the development of the 
sensibilities as a whole has any necessary connec
tion with artistic execution, for there are many 
compositions which are beautiful musically with
out addressin!l; themselves definitely to our love or 
hatred, our joy or our sorrow, as is abundantly 
proven by the fact that, according to the varying 
moods of the listeners, the same performance of 
the same composition will awaken in them various 
feelings; that, in other words, music is often a 
mere stimulant to the dominant emotions rather 
than an awakener of particular ones. The reason 
of this is obvious: it is to the resthetic faculty 
that music addresses itself, or, to be more exact, 
to the musical faculty, which must be considered 
as a part or branch of the former that may be 
highly developed while the others, (such as the 
sense of beauty in painting, sculpture architect
ure, etc.) may remain quite rudimentary, as we 
all know. A. priori, we should reason that, if a part 
of the resthetic faculty can be developed without 
any apparent effect upon another part thereof, the 
development of another faculty or set of faculties 
would have still less effect, and the facts prove 
the correctness of such a conclusion. If we grant 
the liberality of a Liszt, are we not confronted 
forthwith with the selfishness of his friend Wag
ner? And, to pass to executants, what about Paga
nini? What about AdelinaPatti? The list might 
be lengthened indefinitely. But why look to history 
or to those who have attained great eminence? 
Look about you and see whether you can discover 
that musicians as a class are more philanthropic 
than others or that philanthropists are more musi
cal than many a sordid curmudgeon? The result 
will be, beyond a doubt, that you will conclude that 
you see no results showing a connection between 
resthetics and ethics. 

There is something a little bit ludicrous in the 
third recommendation to study" the humanities" 
in this, that the writer evidently does not know 
the meaning of the term (which is synonymous 
with belles-lettres or the elements of a liberal educa
tion outside of mathematics and natural science) 
since he uses it as a synonym of philanthropy. 
We apprehend, further, that it is the practice of 
philanthrophy rather than the study of it which 
he intends to recommend-excellent advice in it
self, but not likely to very much affect the artistic 
standing of the practicer, however much it may 
better his moral plane. 

There is, it is true, a grain of truth in this bushel 
of chaff; it is contained in the suggestion that the 
study of poetry and the other arts, which address 
themselves directly to the sense of beauty, may be 
helpful in developing the musician's musical abil
ity, for, although, as we have already stated, there 
is no direct, necessary connection between one art 
and another, yet each art is as a separate language 
through which the art feeling or impulse finds ex
pression, and the expression in one art, or lan
guage, is sometimes susceptible of translation into 
another art. This, however, refers rather to the 
composer, the creator, than the executant. 

The fact remains, however, that the way to 
learn music is to study music and that a broad lit
erary and art culture is useful to the musician as a 
gentleman (if he aspi1es to be one) but of relatively 
little use to him as a musician. Let us be honest 
with learners and not lead them to think that the 
contemplation of a fine picture, for instance, is 
going to change a harsh, staccato touch to a velvety 
legato. Hard study of music as music is the way 
to excel in music and there is absolutely no other 
way worth mentioning, in spite of the rhapsodical 
talk of writers who do not know the difference be
tween humanity and" the humanities." 

THE WAGNERIAN ORCHESTRA. 

AGNER in realizing his later concep
tions was not content with augment
ing the number of orchestral instru
ments. Neither did the introduction 
of others, the use of which bad been 
hitherto restricted to military bands of 
large dimensions suffice. He, there
fore, invented new instruments which 

were constructed under his own immediate super
intendence. The first instance of the employment 
of one of these occurred in the "Tristan and 
Isolde." This is a trumpet of wood furnished with 
but one valve. In shape it resembles the Oboe, 
but somewhat longer, and is played on by means 
of an ordinary trumpet mouthpiece. Its natural 
pitch is C. 

It will be remembered that at the commencement 
of Act III of this opera, a Cor Anglais is employed 
to characterize the melancholy which pervades the 
scene. This mournfulness gives place to a more 
joyous mood in the second portion of the same 
act, and here Wagner uses with pertinent effect 
his new wooden trumpet. 

He also uses a base trumpet of brass in "Nibel
ungen" which likewise pitched in C, its compass 
comprising one octave. It was first constructed as 
an E-fl.at instrument, but the lower notes proved 
to be unsatisfactory. Its form is that of an ordi
diny trumpet, but of much larger size. Its tone is 
of a veiled, melancholy quality, utterly unlike that 
of a trumpet proper. 

In the trilogy he also makes extensive use and 
often with thrilling effect, of tenor tubas, which 
complete the tone volume of the Horns in their 
lower notes. They resemble these instruments in 
form, but the valves are manipulated by the left 
instead of the right hand, and the "mouths" are 
turned downwards by the player. Two of the four 
he employs in his score are in B·fiat and two in F. 
The "bells" are unusually large, which secures a 
more powerful tone, that is at the same time more 
mellow and noble. The mouthpiece is so con
structed that the French Horn players can alter
nate the use of these tubas with that of their own 
instruments when necessary. As a rule Wagner 
writes for them in four part harmony and with 
magnificent effect. 

He also avails himself of a special bass tuba in 
F in the course of this series of works. This is of 
enormous dimensions, and productive of tones of 
unusual depth and marvellous sonority. What
ever differences of opinion may prevail as to Wag
ner's theories, it cannot be cienied that in his com
mand of orchestral effect he stands unrivalled. 
Fortunately during the latter portion of his life 
unlike Berlioz, he could indulge in expensive inno
vations to any extent in order to realize his desires, 
with the certainty that the means would be forth
coming for the purpose. On the other band, this 
circumstance render the adequate performance of 
his works an impossibility save in a few rare in
stances.-H erald. 

AN AMERICAN PRIMA DONNA, 

OUISE NATALI, the leading prima donna 
of the New American Opera Company, is 
winning golden opinions for artistic 
work in the City of Brotherly Love. She 
is an American girl. and was born in 
Bloomington, Ill. A great portion of 
her musicaleducation was gained in St. 
Louis, after which she came to this city 

and studied under the late Dr. Damrosch, who 
used to call her a little musical wonder. For two 
years she. studie~ under Marchesi in Paris and was 
her favonte pup1l. She had sung the following 
leading rolets at the Grand Opera-House, Philadel
phia, under the management of Gustav Hinrichs, 
"Martha," "Bohemian Girl," "Maritana," 
"Chimes of Normandy," "Trovatore," "Lucia," 
"Traviata," "Sonnambula" and "Daughter of 
the Regiment." The Philadelphia Press have been 
unanimous in her praise. Recently she was given 
a testimonial benefit, and received many costly 
presents. Mme. Natali has had several offers from 
abroad to sing in Italian opera, but her engage
ment with the American Opera Company for two 
years compelled her to decline the fl.attermg offers. 
The v.robabilities are, however, that she will sing 
in M1lan and St. Petersburg during the season of 
1890-91. She is of petite fijl;ure but plump, in the 
full possession of health and strength, and has a 
charm of face and manner which endears her to all 
with whom she comes in contact. In private life 
Mme. Natali is the wife of M. Louis N athal, the 
well-known playwright.-.lV. Y. World. . 
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CULTIVATION OF THE EAR, 

'

HE ear is a structure for introducing undu
lations or air-moves to the nerves of hear
ing and their conveyance to the brain. 
The external cartilage collectl!! the undu
lationta into the conopa, at the bottom of 
which is the tympanum, like the mem
brane of a drum. Beneath this is a cav
ity, with the mallet, a11vil and the stir 

rup and the Eustachian tube. Farther on is the 
ovai window (connecting with the stirrup), and the 
round window, both windows closed with a mem
brane. Inside of these is the labyrinth, :filled with 
a watery fluid, in which the nerves are situated. 

Hearing presupposes vibration or motion, and 
motion produces excitability or sensation in the 
interior ear, producing sound. Mallet, anvil and 
stirrup carry the vibrations made by the tympa
num to the 3,000 fibres or arches in the labyrinth 
connecting them with the nerves. These fibres 
were discovered by Marquis Corti co-vibrating with 
any outside undulations sending them through the 
n.erves into the brain, the seat of musical percep
tiOn. 

These 3,000 fibres of Corti give to every octave of 
music 400 strings, each one co-vibrating with any 
vibration number produced by periodical vibra
tions. The proof of this is the fact that we can 
perceive any single tone of a chord, and even the 
different instruments playing in unison or other· 
wise. If then a tone and its quality, out of anum
ber of other tones, can be perceived by the ear, 
there must be an organ in the inner ear to receive 
each separate air-wave or vibration. 

The anatomical researches of Hensen and Hasse 
assert that the different lengths of the membrana 
basilaris of the cochlea form the whole compass of 
the musical scale. This membrane is small at its 
beginning n.ear the oval window, and becomes 
larger toward the head of the cochlea. 

It is at the beginning 0.041 millimetre. 
At the end of the first round of the cochlea, 0.082 

millimetre. 
End of the second circle, 0.450 millimetre. 
At the humulus (end of the cochlea), 0.495 milli

metre. Increase of the membrana basilaris more 
than twelve times. 

The ear is capable of hearing sounds far below 
or above the musical compass. 

As the ears are all physically constructed as 
mentioned, and act physiologically alike, we con
clude that every human being with normal ears 
possesses a musical instrument with 400 strings to 
the octave, putting to shame our 12 tone system, 
and even Bosanque and White with their 53 tone 
system, and other theoretical systems with 19, 31, 
72, 74 tones to the octave. The compass of our mu
sical instruments seems very microscopic in com
parison with the one the Almighty has created. 

As an early development is so necessary in mu
sic, and its knowledge is so useful, the schools 
should be obliged to cultivate the instruments the 
children carry with them, viz., the human voice. 
If talent is "equivalent to application," then all we 

have to do to be talented is to apply ourselves. 
The term" musical ear," :figuratively used by mu

sicians, implies a sensitive, clear and true percep
tion of sounds, by which we are pleased by conso
nance, or offended by dissonance. Such an ear is 
capable to distinguish the true in to nation from the 
false, and sensible of rhythm, quality, etc. 

The formation of a musical ear depends upon 
early impressions, and training either accidental or 
regular. All other senses require training, some of 
which being trained by natural facilities much 
more than the ear. · 

The eye, for instance, begins to develop seeing 
the moment the child perceives things, theu forms, 
their size, etc. And yet these same eyes must be 
trained, more particularly in reference to form, 
line, light, shade, in order to see artistically. 

The ear, on the contrary, bas not that natural 
chance of being educated as the eye. The child who 
does not hear music in early life bas no perception 
of pitch or intonation, and cannot sing a correct 
tone, having no example nor inducement of using 
the voice. Children whose parents sing or play get 
a perception of musical intervals by hearing them 
often, and•will have au "ear for music." Perhaps 
both classes of children had originally talent for 
music; that of the :first class was left dormant, that 
of the second grew by exercising. The former talent 
may remain dormant a lifetime, and of course could 
have no more perception of music than a stone. The 
other class luckily may become an honor to music. 
These circumstances may happen in thousands of 
cases merely by different surroundings in youth. 

We believe, of course, in diff'erent degrees of tal
ent. A great talent will manifest itself under most 

difficult circumstances, and genius will break 
through any hindrances whatsoever, even going 
from Bonn to Wien, as Beethoven did, to get in
struction from Mozart and Haydn. 

Many writers agree that even an uneducated ear 
could enjoy simple music, composed of simple in
tervals, like people's music. These intervals are: 
o.ctav~, :fifth ~nd major thirds, consisting of simple 
V1brat10n-rat10s. All senses can comprehend sim
ple tl;tings; consequently the sense of hearing can 
do th1s also. The octave has the vibration-ratio as 
1 to 2 (1 : 2), that is, if the lowest tone makes 10!1 
vibra.tions in a second, the upper makes 200; the 
fifth IS as 2: 3 (200 to 300 vibr.); the major third as 
4 :. 5 (400 .to 500 vibr.); other ratios like 5: 6, the 
mmor thud, 4: 7, the chord of the dominant sev
enth, are much harder to perceive, and require 
much higher culture. The engineer's eye can meas
ure distances pretty correctly, having had a chance 
to exercise his eye by feet, chains and rods. The 
musician's ear must do a similar thing by learning 
to measure, to begin with, the simplest intervals 
mentioned above. 

The vibration-ratios are, perhaps, not so clear to 
the mind as the following logarithms, giving the 
~rue s~ze of intervals within an octave. By chang· 
~ng Log. 2 (0.301030), generally called the octave, 
mto 1,000, and also the third and :fifth Log. in like 
manner, we get for the interval of a fifth 0.585; for 
the third 0.321, and for the whole scale the follow
ing logarithms : 

c 
0.000 

g 
0.581i 

d 
0.170 

a 
0.737 

e 
0.321 

b 
0.906 

f 
0.415 

c 
1.000 

. As musical scales are J?ade ?Y the three simplest 
mtervals, and the relatiOnship between tones and 
chords is established by them, all we have to do, 
to lay a foundation for cultivating the ear, is to 
practice the voice by sin~ing octaves, fifths and 
major thirds from any gtven tone, upward aud 
down ward. If any one can sing these, and distin
guish them when music is performed, he is well 
groupded in his musical ear. · · 

Besides this relationship, we must introduce an
other, viz., that by proximity, applying your whole 
tones and half tones. The same practice as with 
the simple intervals is recommended. The more 
distant related intervals, minor thirds, sixths, sev
enths, etc., will come in good time by constantly 
hearing of old and new music.-GEo. DoELKER. 

WORKERS' SONGS. 

HERE is scarcely an occupation, certainly 
none that demands unity of purpose and 
regularity of attack, that has not, or has 
not had, its own peculiar kind of song or 
accompanying chant. The anv1l, the 
loom, the dairy, the :field, the wharf, the 
plantation, ay, and even the collier'i 
dreary world, are each in themselves an 

incentive to some sort of music, and their laborers 
in all parts make for themselves, if not a pleasing 
recrea~ion, at any rate a soothing monotony by 
crooning, or humming, or chanting, some rhyth
mical measure. Athenreus has preserved the Greek 
names of different songs as sung by various trades, 
but unfortunately none of the songs themselves. 
The.re was one for the corn-grinders, another for 
wood-workers, another for weavers; the reapers 
had their carol, the herdsmen a song composed by 
a Sicilian ox-driver; the kneaders, the bathers, and 
the galley-rowers were not without their chant. It 
is still the custom in Egypt and in Greece to carry 
on an immense labor by an accompaniment of mu
sic and singing; hence the story of Amphion build
ing Thebes with his lyre. In Africa, to this day, 
the laborers on the plantations at Yaoorie work to 
the sound of a drum. Almost all these old Grecian 
trade-songs have their counterpart at the present 
time, in some land, if not universally, The corn
grinders' song is imitated on the Russian wharves, 
where the women sing in chorus as they crush the 
grain for exportation; the weavers in Ayrshire, 
where are still to be found the almost absolute 
hand-looms, croon some weird Highland tune as 
they sit at their work; the reapers in Russia have 
their wheat chorus and rye chorus, and the hay
makers in many countries have special songs of 
their own. The beautiful chansons de vendange, or 
vineyard songs, of the champagne district, are 
world-renowned for their harmonious gayety; 
these, like the wheat-gatherers' chorus in Russia, 
are sung in procession; the men and women, each 
with a basket on their arm, assemble at t.Pe foot of 
a hill, and, stopping there, arrange themselves in a 
circle; one of them then bursts into a joyous song, 
the burthen of it is chorused; then they ascend 

and disperse in the vineyard, and work and sing.' 
Now and again new couplets will resound from 
some of the dre9Sers. The herdsmen's songs live 
to-day in the cantons of Switzerland and on the 
wide Mexican plains. Texas provides ho~-feeders 
with a ditty tb.at, if not poetic, is certainly realis
tic in tone. Tne kneaders must have suggested the 
chant du boulanger of the bread-eating France of to
day, .and the galley-rowers have numberless imita
tors m the Venetian gondoliers, the Nile boatmen 
and the Uhinese trackers

1
whose songs have becom~ 

I::!O much a part of themse ·Ves that one never thinks 
of dissociating them. Dr. Johnson noted in the 
Highlands that the strokes of the sickle were timed 
by the modulation of the harvest song, in which 
all the laborers' voices were united. They aticom
pany every action which can be done in equal time 
with an appropriate strain, which has not much 
meaning, but its effects are regularity and cheer
fulness. Like the Greek herdsmen and shepherds 
of old, the ~cotch have their sheep-farmers' songs 
and their herders' choruses, and even the potato
wo~kers in Ayrshire .their own, style of singing 
~hlle they pursue their o~cupat10n. Any evening 
m August you ~ay see ~ piCturesque-looking group 
?f women wendmg theu homeward way and sing
mg as they go along: the bright red kerchief they 
adopt as headgear, and their striped petticoats and 
bare feet, are quite a feature in the most pastoral 
of all Scotland's counties. From the cradle to the 
grave, song is the constant companion of the Rus
sian's life. It is the delight of both sexes, and of 
every age. The sports of childhood, the pleasures 
of youth, and all the varied occupations of mature 
years, have each their own appropriate accompani
ment of song. The" Khorovod "is the choral dance 
with which Russian boys and girls g:reet the ap
proach of spring. The" Zaplachki," or wailing 
s.ongs,, bring relief to the grief-stricken. The "By
lmas,' long metncal romances sung or recited by 
village minstrels, supply the epic element by re
cording famous historic exploits; and even that 
most prosaic of employments-loading with grain 
the ships lyingin the wharf-adds some beautiful 
melodies to the repertoire of Russian national sonO' 
the women who carry on the wol'k singing in ch~: 
rus the while. The vaudevilles that are so promi
nent a feature in the repertoire of French recreation 
songs to-day, originated as songs of labor. There 
was once a fuller of Van de Vire, o·r the valley by 
the river Vire, who used to make his men sing as 
they spread their cloths on the bank of the river. 
Usually, the theme would be some incident or ad
venture of the day, set to a rhythmical measure· 
and thus from the labor of the apprentices of~ 
fuller on th~ banks of the Vire we get the gay, ·rol
licking songs that resound from every music hall 
and cafe in Paris. Mill songs are especially com
mon in Normandy, and have a character of their 
own. Their" couplets" are wont to conBist of two 
lines with a refrain, and the refrain is the princi
pal part of the song. Auvergne is famous for its 
bourr~es, and Burgundy is rich in Noels and drink
ing-so:ugs. The Italians have no special labor· 
songs; they seem to enliven their working hours 
with snatches of national music, and in Tuscany 
you may hear the straw-plaiters singing, as they 
ply their busy fingers, some of the lovely stornelli 
or 1·ispetti of the country. The stornello, known as 
"Flower of the Pea," is a particular favorite with 
these straw-workers. What of music's past voca
tio!l ~sa work-inspirer? Is there not ample proof 
Of 1tm themanysongsofmanytonguesthat stand 
out as beacons of light along the dull roadoflabor? 
What of the sailors' chanties, the fresh, breezy, 
rolling choruses that helped to lighten Jack's man
ifold labors, and that the present, with its ever
increasing power of steam, has made things of the 
past? What of the weavers' songs, that formed so 
much part of the daily life at the loom that they 
seemed almost woven into the fabric? The factory 
girl.s ~nd the "mil! bands" of to-day sing t.o the 
whurmg accompamment of the latest machinery, 
not as sang those refugee hand-weavers of old 
whose own limbs were the wheels they bad to set 
in motion, and whose own brains blended the har
monious colors together and traced the wonderful 
and intricate designs. Here was truly need for a 
work-inspirer, and here was it found in song. A 
better plea for workers' songs could scarcely be 
found than the words of the Chelsea philosopher, 
who says: "Give me the man who sings at his 
work; be his occupation what it may, he is supe
rior to those who follow the same pursuit in silent 
sullenness. He will flo more in the same time, he 
will do it better, he will preserve longer. One is 
scarcely sensible of fatigue while one marches to 
music. The very stare are said to have harmony as 
they revolve in their spheres.":_The Nineteenth 
Century. 
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SPARE THE CHILDREN'S VOICES. 

l
EW parents or guardians of young children 

realize the danger of allowing them to 
sing in public, especially under the care of 
irresponsible or ignorant instructors. To 
say nothing of the men tal and moral in
jury such exhibitions are apt to produce 
in fostering vanity and love of display, 

~ nor of the physical evils attendant upon 
the consequent excitement~ late hours, etc., the ef
fects on the voice itself ana on the child's possible 
future as a singer are sufficiently deplorable to jus
tify a note of warning from the voice-trainer's 
point of view. If children were taught by those 
who understand the voice, and who could check or 
remedy the faults most apt to be committed, these 
ill effects could be reduced to a minimum or en
tirely prevented; but, unfortunately, those who 
train children at such times generally promote, or 
even occasion faults which ruin the voice and not 
infrequently lay the foundation of future ill health. 

A case in point is that of a young girl who as a 
child was noted for her remarkably beautiful voice 
and was much sought after for exhibition purposes. 
From the power and ran~e of her voice as a child, 
a glowing future was predicted for her, and doubt
less she would have realized the hopes of her 
friends had they been judicious enough to refuse 
her assistance on these occasions. Unfortunately, 
she was allowed to strain her voice by singing in 
halls large enough to test the power of experienced 
artists, with the result of its entire loss at the age 
of sixteen. 

Some time ago, a child of eight or ten was brought 
to a teacher in this city for the purpose of having 
her voice tried and of considering the question of 
instruction. The lady learned that she had been 
allowed to sing in juvenile entertainments andre
fused to accept her as a pupil unless she should be 
withdrawn from all such public occasions, as the 
voice already showed that great injury had been 
done by the child attempting to fill large spaces 
with her tiny, bird-like voice. Her friends hesi
tated about what seemed to them so radical a step, 
and finally concluded not to engage the lessons. 
Not long since she took part in a public entertain
ment, singing several songs with an accompanying 
pantomime, but t.o an intelligent listener the voice 
was in a distressing condition. The tones were 
harsh and distorted from all semblance of beauty, 
and toward the end became so hoarse that the 
child was hardly able t.o finish the song. The eflort 
she made was positively painful, yet a murmur of 
"how sweet,"" how lovely," was heard from the 
audience. Such sounds given by an adult would 
not have been tolerated, but the eye has such in
fluence over the ear, that the appearance of a child, 
picturesquely garbed, graceful and self-possessed, 
is enough to dominate all unpleasant impressions 
of sound in the minds of an average audience. 

Here is where the evil should be attacked. Let 
the public understand what an injury is wrought 
to the child by these few moments of wonder at itR 
immature gifts, and a check may yet be placed 
upon this slaughter of the innocents. It is as 
much of an impossibility for a child to produce full 
and sonorous tones as it would be load it down 
with heavy weights and expect it to walk with 
ease. Many who would regard the latter as an act 
of cruelty will listen with complacency to a child 
straining every nerve to fi11 a large room with a 
voice that from its nature is not intended for such 
use. 

This should not be understood as condemning all 
training of the child-voice: far from it. As said at 
first, it is only a protest against its abuse by igno
rant and irresponsible teachers in forcing it to a 
work for which it is entirely unfitted. It is well 
known that Jenny Lind did not escape the penalty 
of a too early use of her voice in public, as she lost 
it when yet a child. She was more fortunate than 
most juvenile prodigies in regaining it after several 
years which she devoted to the earnest study of 
theory and the piano. These years of study doubt
less did much to form her the artist she afterward 
became, but only her iron constitution and indom
itable will enabled her to reach the height she at
tained in the face of another breakdown in early 
womanhood. In the opinion of some who are quali
fied to judge, she never did repair entirely the early 
strain upon her voice, and they attribute her pre
mature retirement from the stage to a conviction 
that it could not withstand the wear and tear of 
O'Peratic work. Even the voice of her successor in 
the public favor, Adelina Patti, when taken in 
charge by Max Strakosch to be trained for the ope. 
ratic stage, was said to have been impaired by too 
much singing in public when a child, and only his 
infinite tact and care, aided by an entire with-

drawal from the stage, enabled her to enter upon 
and pursue the career now so well known to all. 

The normal child-voice is light and bight devoid 
of the deeper coloring and feeling of the adult 
voice; yet, notwithstanding this lack, possessing 
a peculiarly touching charm of its owri in its soft, 
clear tones, unclouded by a knowledge of the pain 
and trouble of the life just at hand. As a general 
thing, their teachers do not appreciate this charm, 
but do their .best to destroy it in their mad quest 
for power. How often do we hear them say: "Ohil
dren, sing out! You are not singing at all! Louder I 
louder!" etc., with the result of a fresh series of 
hoarse and distorted tones from the alread:y over
forced throats. I remember under such circum
stances hearing an infant class sing" We are Jesus' 
little lambs" in tones that reminded one of noth
ing so much as of little ravening wolves. Yet no 
one seemed -to notice the contradiction between 
tone and word. 

Even in choirs composed of boys, trained as they 
are by musicians, how often is the ear offended by 
the strident voices of the sopranos and the blatant 
chest-tones of the altos! Experience shows that 
this is by no means necessary. One of the most 
successful trainers of boy-choirs in the country 
told me that he had no difficulty in securing the 
highest and most musical tones from his boys, be
cause he never allowed them to ecream. As they 
were naturally light in quality, he was obliged to 
have a larger number than most choir-masters re
quired, but his practice was certainly borne out by 
the efl'ect produced1 which was, in contrast to the 
majority of boy-ch01rs, a thoroughly musical one. 

The instruction of children as regards the voice, 
should be almost entirely negative; that is, they 
do not require teaching what to do so much as what 
not to do. They may be trusted to form their tones 
as they please, if they do not sing too loudly nor 
with any undue eflort. If these conditions cannot 
be secured, they should not be allowed to sing at 
all. Nothing is more painful than to hear a child 
struggle to fill a large room with a voice crippled 
from an attempt to wrest from nature what IS not 
there. In no way can we find compensation for 
such an exhibition. The mind receives no pleasure, 
as there can be no intellectual grasp of the subject, 
while the ear is tortured by shrill and distorted 
sounds, which awaken a natural anxiety for the 
child's future welfare. A healthy child possessed 
of a good ear is the most natural singer in the 
world, because the most unconscious. It is only 
when tampered with by those who should know 
better that disastrous results are to be feared.-F. 
S. LAw, in The Voice. 

NATIONAL MUSIC. 

the semi-barbaric excitability of the Hungarians, 
the sensuous grace of the Andalusians and the 
frivolity of the French are all apparent in their 
Terpsichorean music. In this connection it must 
be remembered by those who are wont to regard 
this species of composition as beneath serious con
sideration, that Chopin and many others have 
presented some of their most po~tic and beautiful 
thoughts in this guise, and have not scrupled to 
avail themselves of forms pecular to various races 
irrespective of nationality. There is an inspiriting 
effect produced by the quaint and strongly empha
sized accents of the Hungarian Mazurka and 
Spanish Polacca, that one fails to meet with in the 
more formal and methodic dances of other coun
tries. On the other hand, the Irish Jig and the 
Scotch Reels and Strathspeys have a peculiar 
character of their own that in its way is distinc
tivet although it lacks the weird and poetic flavor 
of tne productions of the nations of continental 
Europe. 

It is in hours of relaxation and recreation that 
the real nature of a people is manifested, and it is 
therefore quite in accordance with facts that the 
method of dancing, which has originated the form 
of dance music employed, should impart a more 
or less national character to the music itself. 
Nevertheless, unless this music be played in the 
style conceived by the composer, there is nothing 
beyond the peculiarity of accent to distinguish 
it. Although music in the abstract has no na
tionality, the force of association which endears 
certain tunes called into being by fellow-coun
trymen and which owe their influence in the 
first place to the words with which they are 
wedded, is an element of good that is of the ut
most value. The sea songs of Charles Dibdin 
still exercise as great a moral influence on British 
sailors as any sermon evc:-ry preached, but the 
music is dependent for its effect on the simple and 
manly sentiment oftbe words. On the other hand 
the melodies of the "Marseillaise," the Rackozski 
March and the" The Watch on the Rhine, " among 
others, have now become so thoroughly impressed 
on the hearts of the French, Hungarians and Ger
mans, as to arouse an enthusiasm among them be
yond description, even without the incentive of the 
patriotic words with which they are associated. 
Nevertheless there is nothing ofanational type to 
be discovered in either of these melodies. 

The atmost>here of music is pure as the air, it is 
treated by all alike, its nature is unchangeable, 
and it cannot be appropriated by any nation under 
heaven as the medium of its own special utterance. 
-Musical Herald. 

THE BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY. 

I
HE widely accepted notion, that so-called ~~I!' this well-known institution one might 

national melodies have distinctly char- ~~~\ well say, paraphrasing Tennyson's 
acteristic features sufficient to establish ~"' "Brook": . 
their iden ti ~y, i~ ~me of those fallaci~s _ ~ ~ "Schools may come and schools may go, 
th.at owe theu or1g1~ t~ exa~ger.ated p_atr.1- .... (f't ~~ But it goes on forever." 
ot1sm and a romant1cimagmat10n. Mus1c :; ~ 
becomes national merely by familiarity. ~ More than the usual number of students 

~ and early associations. Tunes heard by availed themselves of its advantages 
us in our infancy always haunts the mind in con- during the past summer, and the Fall Term has 
nection with our home life, but the tunes them- opened with a largely increased class. Madame 
selves if submitted to analysis, reveal a similarity Clarke, who took charge of the vocal department 
of melodic construction that at once negatives the last year, bas, by her excellent work, brought it up 
idea of distinctly national characteristics. Even to the high level long since occupied by the instru
when constructed on an imperfect scale the result mental departments. Prof. Epstein remains the 
is but little different. Various Eastern nations as director of the piano classes. His reputation as a 
well as the Scotch and Irish have built their pianist, teacher and composer is so well established 
national melodies mainly on the pentatonic scale, that his name is in itself a guarantee of p:ood work. 
and a certain weird plaintiveness results, but not Next to him, in the same department, is Prof. Hoff
sufficiently marked to separate them from the mann, a gentleman of whose high qualifications we 
tunes of other countries. The air" Rule Brit- have haa occasion to speak before. The other 
tania," the composition of Dr. Arne1 is recog- teachers of the piano, though less extensively 
nized as peculiarly English, yAt its openmg phrase, known, are all capable and painstaking. In this 
(both melody and harmony) was used .by Weber branch, therefore, the opportunities for instruction 
for the initial bars of the "Huntman's Chorus" in are unusually complete. 
"Der Freyschlitz," is considered essentially Ger- Notwithstanding the fact that the management 
man. of so large an institution is in itself as much as 

Music is an universal art, and melodies are the any one man ought to do, Director Waldauer, 
offspring of the mind of the composer and the re- through love of his art, doubtless, retains his posi
corded utterance of human feeling which is indi- tion at the head of the violin classes, and that 
vidual, not national. It is true that among cer- violin pupil is indeed fortunate who secures the 
tain races phases of human passion are more personal attention of so thoroughly grounded a 
strongly developed than in the case of more ph leg- master. 
matic nations, and thought currents correspond- The other orchestral instruments are taught by 
ingly influenced; but these characteristics are the very best local masters of each, while harmony 
only manifested in interpretation and do not re- and composition are by no means neglected. In a 
veal themselves in the melodies themselves. The word, whatever the special bent of the music stu
only real points of distinction are in the direction dent, he can find in this institution, at very reason
of harmony and rhythm, and singularly enough it able rates, too, the special instruction and guidance 
is in dance forms that the characteristics of ana- which he may need. Communications should be 
tion are reflected, at all events to a limited extent. addressed to the Director, Professor August Wal
The fiery and romantic intensity of the Spaniards, dauer, 1603 Olive Street, St. Louis. 
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MUSIC IN PARIS. 

E borrow the following interesting mat
ter from the Paris correspondence of 
the London Musical Standard: 

"The first of September brings the 
beginning of the .Paris dramatic and 
musical season, and, as a rule, is 
quickly followed by the collapse of all 
the open air entertainments which 

have been acting as musical stop-gaps for us dur
ing the summer. The cafes-concerts in the Champs 
Elysees, the military music in the parks, and the 
"Promenades" in the Jardin d' Acclimation will 
soon be over for the season, and people will be 
crowding back to hear new works at the Opera and 
Opera Comique, or filling the Chatelet and Circus 
to hear the splendid orchestras of M. Colonne and 
M. Lamom·eux. 

Before the last loud echoes of those much de
scribed and much despised cafe-concerts die away 
in the Champs Elys~es, it may not be out of place 
to draw attention to the astonishing change for 
the better that hat has come over the street and 
popular song of Paris within the last two or three 
years. After the war and throughout the gaudy 
Imperial period, the music dished up at the Alca
zars and Eldorados was ·of the most shamelessly 
vulgar and meretricious description. Indeed, only 
by stretching courtesy to its utmost limit could it 
be called music. The words which inspired the 
pitiful songs bawled or simpered out in Pa1is were 
worthy of the settings, and marked by a degraded 
spirit, sometimes taking the form ofblatant chauv
inism or sham sentimentality, but far more often 
leaning in the direction of suggestive nastiness. 
Until as I say, about two or three years ago, this 
state of things continued, and the caje-chantant was 
a scorn and a bye-word to the German, the Italian, 
and even the Englishman. 

The improvement came with the introduction 
of new political and social factors in to France, 
perha~s, too, with the gradual dying-out of the 
Imperial generation. General Boulanger, what
ever else may be said of him, was the indirect 
cause of the revival of French song writing. The 
comic and the satric singers took him for their 
theme. Some wrote against, some for him, but he 
was the central pretext for their songs. And ere 
long one began to notice that the tunes hummed 
and whistled about the streets were getting lisa 
vulgar, more delicate, more sprightly, and in a 
word, more musical. "En revenant de la Revue" 
was the first symptom. It was of course, in no 
sense ambitious music, but it had a taking rhythm, 
proper musical form, and vivacity, and it was no 
way shocking to the ordinary ear. ''Lea Pious
pious d' Auvergne" which followed, was much 
better, more refined and equally taking. The 
song which at this moment is being sung in every 
corner of France-" Le Pere la Victoire "-is infin
itely higher than either. There is a touch of pa
triotic sadness in the introduction, and real patri
otic hope rings out in the cloeing bars. The 
words are not unworthy of the old B~ranger days. 
Half-a-dozen other examples could be quoted .. 

For this most welcome musical reform the na· 
tion is largely indebted to the efforts of a little 
knot of eccentric Bohemians, not altogether to be 
admired in most ways, who have for some years 
past been in the habit of meeting at the artistic 
haunt on Montmartre heights, known as the 
"Brasserie du Chat Noir." A handful of youthful 
irregulars-painters, pamphleteers, composers. and 
poets-have initiated an artistic movement which 
has had more influence over the taste of the day 
than grave folk would imagine. What some have 
scribbled, others have set to music, and others 
have sung. All have talent of a kind, one or two, 
indeed, talent of a high order. The political and 
social satirical verses of M. Jules Jouy have made 
him famous. He is a Henri Rochefort tempered 
by Desaugiers and his "skits" on the men and 
follies of the day are eagerly caught up as fast as 
they are written. M. Georges Fra~erolles has 
achieved reputation in another directiOn. He is a 
patriotic composer with considerable poetic feel· 
mg, and his "Sentinelles, Veillez !"will live at 
least as long as this generation. 

From the" Chat Noir," the songs of the Mont
martre youth have spread, first over Paris, and now 
over France. They have been a blessed relief from 
the maudlin rubbish we have had to endure for al
most a quarter of a century." 

CATARRH CURED. 
A clergyman, after years of suffering from that loathsome 

disease, Catarrh, and vainly trying every known remedy, at 
last found a. recipe which completely cured and saved him 
from death. Any sufferer from this dreadful disease sending 
a self-addree.sed stamped envelope to Prof. J. A. Lawrence, 88 
Warren~ St., New York City, will receive the recipe free of 
charge. 

OUR MUSIC. 

"SuNBEAMs ON THE WATER" •.......... A. J. Epstein. 
Mr. Abraham Epstein is a modest man, and 

while be has not been able to" bide his ligb t under 
a bushel" as a pianist of real ability, he has hith
erto published none of his compositions. Our 
readers will see at a glance, however, that this is 
not the work of a tyro, but rather that of a master. 
As a marceau de salon, this work is worthy of a place 
alongside of the very best. From the barcarolle
like opening to the gavotte-like close, every bar is 
interesting. 

"CoNFIDENCE" (Op. 19, No.4) ......... . Mendelssohn. 
To introduce this old friend, one of the best 

known of Mendelssohn's" Songs without Words," 
further than to call the reader's attention to the 
editor's careful work, in fingering, phrasing, etc., 
would be to insult his intelligence. 

"ALPINE STORM" (Duet)..... . ........ .... . Kunkel. 
The solo of this composition was published in 

this journal a few months ago. The success of this 
piece has been phenomenal. Arranged for orches
tra, it has been played again and again to highly 
pleased audiences. Gilmore has made it one of his 
most popular numbers. As a duet, it is, of course, 
more effective than as a solo, and makes a most ef
fective concert number. For the benefit of those 
who might not have at hand the description we 
published of the piece when it appeared as a solo, 
we append it: 

'l'his composition may be called a tone picture of pastoral 
summer life. All is peace in the Alpine valley where the 
young shepherd tend!: his sheep. For the time being, how
ever, he has left the responsibility of the care of his flock to 
his faithful and well-trained dogs, for his mind is now upon 
the lamb of another flock, Lis.ette, whose mother's cottage he 
can see in the distance. Bethinks that even now he spies her 
In the meadow caressing her pet lamb, anct he takes up his 
oboe in the hope that some faint echo of her favorite love 
song may reach her ears and tell her that Jacques Is thinking 
of her. While he is playing this melody, the distant thunder 
of an approaching summer shower is heard, but, too much 
absorbed in his music or the thoughts of her who is its 
inspiration, he hears it not and continues to play. A louder 
rumble, however. recalls him to the present realities of life 
and the necessities of his fleecy charge, and changing his 
tune he gives his dogs the signal to drive the flock under 
shelter. Hardly is this done when the rain begins to fall and 
the storm's precursor, the wind, to his~ through the mountain 
pines. Soon the storm breaks in all its fnry, the mountain 
torrents leap from rock to rock, the trees twist their arms as 
if in agony and bend before the Storm King as if asking 
mercy at his hands. Their prayer is heard. The Storm King 
departs; the snn brPaks through the clouds; a. million rain
drops sparkle like diamonds on each tree; the birds twitter 
to their mates in the branches; the young shepherd signals 
his flocks to return to the pasture and resu.mes his song to 
his love in the distance, while the faint and fainter rumble of 
the thunder tells that the storm is now disappearing in the 
farness. 

"LILIAN PoLKA" ..............••............ . Sidus. 
Lilian please, Mr. Printer-not Lillian, that ety

mological abomination, which so many of the fair 
sex prefer to the correct name-for this is a correct 
piece, and a pretty piece, and its name must not be 
disgraced and disnatured. The reduplicated 1 may 
do for such great (?) artil!ts and bad spellers as 
''Lillian'' --- and "Lillian" ·--- but we'll 
none of it here. ' 

" GREETINGS FROM FAR AwAy ". . . . . . ... . .... Surette. 
A very pretty and singable song, which will be 

sure to please many of our readers. 

The pieces in this issue cost, in sheet form: 
"SUNBEAMS ON THEW ATER " ........... Epstein, $ .75 

ALMOST AS PALA 
AS MILK. 

\liP fiiTi7- The oil is so disguised that 
the most delicate stomach 

can take it without the 
slightest repugnance. 

SCOTT &c. BOWNE, New York. 

"CROWN" 
ORGANS 

AND PIANOS. 
My advt. is small, and so are 
my prices, but big value for 
all and liberal treatment of 
customers brings me a large 
trade. Send for big circulars 

GEO. P. BENT, 
MANUFACTURER, 

289 WABASH AVENUE 

CHICAGO, IlLS. 

We herewith present fOU the valuable 
notice that we sell the so higlily celebrated El
dredge & Diamond Machines extremely cheap 
at retail in unoccupied terrritory. Sent on trial 
if desired. Special inducements and protection 
to good dealers. Liberal discount to ministers. 
Singer machines cheap. Circulars and infor
mation free. J. C. GEITZ, Gen'l West. Agent, 

and 1319 North Market St., St. Louis, Mo. Mention this 
paper. 

MANUFACTURER 

GAR"MENTS. 

"CoNFIDENCE" (Op. 19, No.4) .... . Mendelssohn, .25 
"ALPINE STORM" (Duet) .............. Kunkel, 1.50 CORSETS I 
"LILIAN PoLKA" ......................... Sidus, .35 
"GREETINGS FROM FAR AWAY" ....... .• Surette, .35 BONED WITH FEATHERBONE. 

Total ............................... $3.20 The best ever made. Ask your Dealer for them. 



Moderato J_too. 
A. -I Epstein. 
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Secondo. 
The storm Comes on ln full power. 
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THE CULTIVATION OF MUSICAL MEMORY. 

USICAL memory does not present the 
same character in all pupils. There is 
the memory of the ear, and that of the 
mind ; the memory in the fingers, or of 
routine; the memory in the mind, or of 
reason. 

The other kinds of memory may be 
auxiliaries, but they cannot fill the 

place of the memory of the mind, the only one that 
is not fugitive, and which can be depended upon. 

The following suggestions will be found useful 
to those who wish to cultivate musical memory. 

1st. Jn order to avoid perpetuating mistakes, 
one should memorize only what is known c ·rrectly 
with the music. 

2nd. To exercise the memory, close the book 
and play the piece by heart, whether it be well or 
hadly, as a sort of trial, in order to note those pas
sages that the ear retains, and those which must 
be entirely learned. 

3rd. Strengthen the memory by repeating sev
eral times all passages that are retained by the 
ear, without connectmg them with the preceding 
phrase. 

4th. Apply to the other passages the rules 
recommended for mechanism; sepa.rate the forms, 
analyze them, repeat them and learn them singly. 
Observe the 'dE'sign of each passage; the displace
ments of the hands; the right or contrary move
ments of the parts; the modulations. Force the 
ear to retain the melodies, singing them mean
while; force the mind to retain the difficult pas
Rages, creating at the same time repeating points. 
Compare the passages with one another; remember 
on~thing by the aid of another (two ideas con
nected together, are retained better than a single 
one). Recommenre eat·h passage from the pomt 
where it is known, pass to the following, then take 
the whole for the entire connection . This work 
should be done daily, and above all things very 
slowly. It is the only means for reflection while 
playing, and for preventing too close a connection 
between the ear and the fingers, a connection that 
leads to inaccuracy and a want of solidity. It is 
not less essential that this work be done mechani
cally, that is without shadings. A pupil can not 
acquire in his memory, at once, perfect accuracy 
of the fingers and expression; the latter is done at 
hazard, instead of being done methodically, 

It would also be well to commence and end the 
practice of memory by playing the piece from one 
end to the other by heart; for instruction the first 
time; for recapitulation the second. 

Exercises should be committed to memory as far 
as !lossible, for then one can better observe the 
position of the hands and the movement of the 
fingers. 

Indeed it is useful to memorize everything th~t 
is played-as an end, because whatever is played 
by heart is played better-as a means, because 
the memory develops only by being constantly 
exercised. 

Of the pieces learned, there should be kept in the 
memory a sutficien t number to form a repertory, 
which ought to be more or less rich, according to 
the age and aptness of the pupil. 

By organizing the study of the piano in such a 
way as to devote to each part of the practice, an 
amount of time proportioned to its importance, 
time can be found for keeping up old pieces with
out neglecting other work. In this division of 
time and attention, mechanism should have a 
large share, for its development demands not only 
care and regularity, but much time. 

Reading is lees exacting, especially if the pupil 
has been diligent in this regard fr~m th;e beg.m
ning. A few moments employed With discretiOn 
will suffice for keeping up old .pieces. The residue 
of the time must be given to current work. 

It may be useful to sometimes br~ak t~e n;tonot
ony, resulting from too great a umformtty m the 
distribution of practice-and speetal advantagP 
will be gained by accustoming pupils to go out of 
their regular habits without being put out by the 
change.-H. PARENT. 
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EDITOR KUNKEL'S MUSICAL REVIEW:-Here I am preparing 

for embarkation to the land of liberty and oysters, and here 
also are Proft~. Carl Faelten, G. E. Whiting, J. D. Buckingham 
and Otto Bendix, all belonging to the Tourjee Excursion 
party, and all returning to the New England Conservatory of 
Music, whAre, from present appearances, they are to have the 
busiest of seasons. 

My last letter described the Bayreuth festival, and, if Ire
member rightly, I pwposed in this letter to speak of life in 
Bayreuth during the festival. The frame was as interesting as 
the picture. Almost everyb dy in the little city seemed to be 
a celebrity of one sort or another. At ''Angermann's," the best 
restaurant of the place, celebrated persons were packed to· 
gether as close as sardines in a box. On one plank, stretched 
across two beer kegs, and serving as a seat, there were gath
ered together Prince Alexander of Hesse, Edouard Lassen, 
Hans Richter, and your correspondent. Later in the evening 
there came Frau Materna, Friedrichs (the incomparable Beck
messerl, and a host of other notabililies. All were criticising 
and reviewing the performances at the same time, and there
sult was a veritable Babel. I dread to tell the hour at which 
that gathering separated. 

The next day I attended a reunion even more interesting, 
having been invited by M:adame Wagner to come to her re· 
ception in Villa Wahnfried. 

At this reception, princes, dukes, litterateurs, musical con
ductors, and artists, met on a common level. The house itself 
was tnteresting in its many souvenirs of the great master, but 
the company yet more so. After I had greeted my hostess and 
been welcomed by her, (she looked very impressive, her tall, 
lithe form entirely draped in black, and her &"ray hair and 
earnest face standing out nobly against her crape head · dress), 
I began to look around for familiar faces, and these were soon 
found. VanDyck, the handsome tenor, who had made such a 
success as "Parsifal.,' astounded me by speaking very poor 
German, being, however, quite at home in French. There 
were at least five languages being spoken in that strange 
gathering. Materna came next with a hearty" Gruss' Gott!" 
and a cordial smile. She wants to visit America soon again, 
she said. Richter, fat and burly, was the next with whom I 
found myself in conversation He hates and dreads the sea 
(like Verdi) and says that nothing can tempt him to the United 
States until the ocean is abolished. After a friendly chat with 
the good-humored conductor, I find a group of Americans in 
a corner, and join them. Mrs. J. L. Gardner, Messrs. Arthur 
Foote, Clayton Johns, Eliot Hubbard and others are there. 
Then I find Lamoureux, the great French conductor; fat, 
gray, jolly, and short, his kindly smile beams through his 
spectacles as he suggests sitting down and taking an ice and a 
friendly talk together. He tells me of his attempts to give 
"Lohengrin" in Paris, and how near he came to being mob
bed for his pains; he also speaks of America, and means to 
come to us some day. He is very fond of travel, and the United 
States has a peculiar attraction for him. "Very audacious of 
me." he adds," when one thinks of the vast number of great 
musicians you have already." I hasten to reassure him on 
this point, and say that such as he will always be welcome. 

After the collation, comes music. Of course, in such an as
sembly, it is of marvelous excellence. Scheidemontel sings 
first-Schubert's "Sei mir Gegriisst"-then Miss Fritsch, of 
the Carlsruhe Opera House, then atavenhagen plays, and 
then Materna caps the climax with a magnificent rerformance 
of the finale from the" Gotterdl:Lmmerung," Mott playing the 
accompaniment, and Madam Wagner herself turning the 
leaves. The evening flies with lightning rapidity, and I am 
obliged to leave rather early, for I start the next day for Mu· 
nich on a further Wagnerian pilgrimage. In the last-named 
city they are giving Wagner's first opera-" Die Feen" ("The 
Fairies" )-composed at twenty years of age. It seemed doubly 
odd, heard after the master's last and grandest work. The 
libretto (founded on a fairy tale by Gozzi) is utterly nonsensi· 
cal, and only fit to make a ballet of. The management, recog· 
nizing this fact, have put the piece on with the most spectacu
lar effects. Fairies and mortals are mixed up in the absurdest 
fashion, a la "Iolanthe." A cloud is continually going on or 
off the stage with a load of fairies, like a celestial omnibus, 
and altogether one can only laugh at the vlot. The music is 
far better, and very curious, for, although it comes from Wag
ner, it is of the regular conventional style, and often reminds of 
Weber, Mozart, Bellini, or Auber! There is a cavatina, a 
march, 11. mad-scene, a prayer-in short, all the time-honored 
paraphernalia. The prayer(for quintette and chorus, a capella) 
is, by all odds, the finest part of the opera. Occasionally, the 
true Wagner peeps out, but it is only at rare intervals. To 
give the work, seems rather unjust to the composer's memory . 

The other adventures of my tour were not musical, there
fore I will allude to them but briefly. I went to Switzerland 
and heard jodling and zither playing ad infinitum,· to Paris, 
where grand opera is done without any grand soloists, but 
here I at least saw a genuine riot, being in the midst of a real 
communistic mob. nearly got a broken rib, and interviewed 
the leaders, including Louise Michel. 

Immediately after the few hours spl"nt in the company of 
my socialistic acquaintances, I thought of washing my hands 
of the whole business and taking a Turkish bath, to sweat 
out any anarchistic theories I might have caught. Paris offers 
one of the best Turkish baths in the world to the weary trav
eler-the Hammam-and there I found the same shampooer 
who, a couple of years ago, used to tie me up into true lover's 
knots and twist me into impossible attitudes. He had lost 
none of his fiery enthu3iasm, and pounded me as if he were a 
French police agent arresting a female rioter. In the oppo
site corner of the bath, I saw James Gordon Bennett, jr., un
dergoing similar treatment. He is lithe and active, spite of a 
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few gray hairs, and he takes the baths regulady. There is a 
legend in the Hammam that he once emphasized a request for 
a real English beefsteak by throwing the thin French imita· 
tion in the cook's face; of this I know not, but I am sure that 
at present one gets an excellent lunch at the Hammam, after 
the bath, when one feels like devouring anything from a baby's 
ankle (an excellen1 dish, a cannibal once told me) to a fried 
hippopotamus. It was well that I refreshed myself with such 
an invigorating process, for my next encounter was with a 
barber under the Hotel Bergere. who was determined to cure 
me of many possible evils. He began by praising my French, 
and, finding that I was not overjoyed at having my" Parisian 
as she is spoke" commended, he came down to solid busi
ness. He predicted more diseases forme than are enumerated 
in a patent medicine advertisement, or in tho book of Job; he 
said my skin was thin and delicate (I have a hide of rhinoce
rian thickness), he said that it would inflame soon and many 
pimples would burst forth, he said that my hair was about to 
grow very thin, and that the roots of my moustache were in 
da t. ger of becoming unriveted, and all these things could be 
averted, and general happiness maintained (including his 
own. I suppose) by buying a bottle of lotion, and a box of po· 
made, both of which he manufactured. As I remained callous 
to his graphic picture, and seemed rather pleased at the pos
sibility of becoming a loathsome object, he grew colder and 
colder, and the shave, which began in tenderness, ended in 
raKping. 

But I emerged in a presentable condition, and determined 
to look up my artist friends in Paris, first stopping to speak a 
little North American at the Cosmopolitan Restaurant, in the 
Rue Scribe. All over Paris you will find the sign "Boissons 
Americaines" in front of the different cafes. Do they keep 
American drinks? Not at all, but the proprietor has a bottle 
of whiskey on tke premises, and presumes upon the fact 
Were you to enter (whiah, of course, you would not), and were 
you to demand a cocktail or a toddy (which is imagining most 
improbable things) you would utterly disconcert the proprie
tor. Not so at the Cosmopolitan. A wicked man, intent on 
such a plan, once entered there and asked" Can I have a 
'Manhattan'?" and the presiding artist responded'' Well, I 
should smile I" and they both smiled. But I searched for noth
ing more exhilarating than a cup of black coffee and the 
waiter who was struck by Sullivan on his return from his 
French defeat, for it must be confessed that the Cosmopolitan 
is rather a wild, sporting rendezvous. The gargon, who is 
11amed Joseph Gantzer, gave me a pathetic account of "our 
John's" arrival in the French metropolis, his furious drunk, 
and fierce ugliness. The only tip he gave the poor fellow, tip
ped him completely over and left him black and blqe for a 
week. 

The American colony of artists had left Paris for their sum
mer sketching tours. I was sorry for this, for there were many 
Bostonians that I should like to have seen. There were Von
noh, Kitson, Hassam, Garratt, and a host of others that ha• e 
become known in France, all out of town. But I heard of one 
bit of artistic gossip that was welcome news. In order to make 
American artists, who have won European fame, better known 
in their native land, the association which they have formed 
is to issue, through Goupil & Co., an edition de luxe of the 
American masternieces, which will avpear in parts, the first 
part to be ibsued in the fall. I found the great American ori· 
ental painter, E. L. Weeks, c~ez lui., and during an informal 
breakfast at his magnificent studio in the Avenue de Wagram, 
heard many interesting details of the great ad vance Ameri
cans are making in the foreign field of art. Mr. Weeks has a 
large ca.nvass on his easel at present, an East Indian scene, 
with four Hindoo maidens charmingly grouped in the fore
g1·ound, and a sunny and bright atmosphere to it all that will 
make it a celebrated work when completed. 

It is quite a matter of skill to do nothing in the graceful 
manner that the Parisian does it. To ftaner ,· to :walk down the 
Boulevards, looking in at every shop window, studying all the 
faces that pass, reading all the notices on the kiosks, that is a 
veritable art. Naturally, under such circumstances, a very 
sli~ht matter draws a crowd. I approach one throng, and 
find-a few boys playing peg-in· the-ring; another, and dis· 
cover a couple of men bandying words not at all in a belliger
ent manner,-and so it goes on until I come to the Cafe de la 
Regence, near the Palais Royal. This is the chess club of Eu
rope. Here, at one time, Morphy used to play, and even now 
you can find the chess champions of the world within its 
walls. There are half a dozen games in progress as I enter, 
and I soon pay my devotions to the goddess Caissa by enter
ing into a game myself. 

You can readily imagine that all my Paris experience, save 
the knock in the ribs aforesaid from a soldier's musket, was 
pleasant and delightful. In London I haunted the antiqua
rian stores, and I shall, as a result of this (and of prow lings 
about Nuremberg, Chester and Strassburg), bring home with 
me a treatise on music by Zarlino (printed in 1562) a book of 
"Sacred ayres and Dialogues to be sung to Theorbo Lute" 
edited and manv numbers composed by Henry Purcell, "A 
book of Ayres" by John Playford 1683, two other ancient col
lections of Spinet and Harpsichord music, and eight beauti
fully illuminated bits of missal music (hand painted, of course) 
of the thirteenth century. Which I think is doing well enough 
when you consider the hurried wanderings of CoMES. 
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ble. It should have a large sale, especially in the valley of 
the Ohio. 
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conclusions. Much has been said of his influence 
as a molder of musical taste in this country. We 
contend that it is not so much the German as the 
world-moving geniuses who could not control the 
accident of birth by which they inherited a Teu
tonic ancestry. Some men by the power of accom
plishment overleap the barriers that national 
prejudice and a pardonable local pride would erect 
for their restraint and become citizens of universal 
civilization. The fact that Beethoven was born in 
Bonn is a trivial item. How many can cite the 
fact without the aid of a biography? The direction 
of his thought, the monumental productions of 
his fertile pen, are the sustaining mediums for the 
glorious superstructure, reputation, and .although 
he labored and was condemned for musical heresy 
so long ago, his works still reflect the giant spirit 
that dwelt within him, still exert an influence that 
encircles the world like a girdle of gold studded 
with jewels, each gem in the setting marking a spot 
where his music has shed a new light abroad, pro
duced a clearer atmosphere and made of his name 
a household treasure. Had he lived until the 
present time, Beethoven should have been aRe
publican, an American, from the inevitable logic 
of events. Here he would have been tolerantly 
received, would have been given gracious encour
agement to yet more freely trample upon the 
dainty toes of education, custom and tradition. 
He would not have been hampered by the bigotry of 
school, the caste of abhorence for consecutive fifths, 
and the graceless scion of his house would have 
been kicked into line by that powerful engine, an 
unrestricted press. 
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The Germans, as such, keep within their own so
cial boundary, strictly-we mean now those who 
compose the amateur element-in musical matterc:~. 
They cling to the traditions of their fathers with tl1e 
tenacity of a drowning man to a plank, and on this 
account have sadly weakened the influence they 
otherwise might have exerted for good in the land of 
their adoption. We are not complaining, and do 
not wish to be so understood; for every man is, or 
should be, a law unto himself until his code of 
practice comes in conflict with the . statutory 
enactment of the land in which he dwells. But 
we protest against the eagerness with which many 
writers have hastened to decorate the Teutonic 
brow with the laurel rose for the German triumph 
over musical ignorance in this country. When 
German societies emerge from themselves; when 
they give concerts in the vernacular and emancipate 
them from contact with the damaging influences 
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ment to urge the contrary. As for the May Festi
vals they are essentially a product of American 
enterprise and borrowed their inspiration from the 
English and not from the German type. Many 
ardent Festival supporters have German names, 
but they are Americans and believe in the fitness 
of institutions that accomplish the most good for 
the greatest number. 'l'hey believe, with the truly 
musiCal American, that there is a point to be 
gained in support of the religion and morality of 
musical thought and action as well as participa
tion, short of which it is inexpedient to stop. If 
the best music came from the Rhine country, it 
has found a respected habitation in a land of finer 
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full warrantedforfive The best comparison that can possibly be deduced 

yearll. as reflecting the superiority of the American Festi-
CATALOCUE 

Sent on application. 

val over the Srengerfest assumes this shape with 
an ease that is most surprising. Remove from the 
Srengerfest its presiding spirit of convivality and 
from the May .Festivals their commanding and 

2 to 28 Main St., CHESTERTON, IND. ever lofty standard for concert achievement, and 
they will occupy a mutual death bed within a ~ear. 
But the causes, how different! how different I' Telephone No. 5 with Chicago. 
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OtrG ;o4 ~i~·- t 
Do yon have pains about the chest and si5 

and sometimes in the back 1 Do you feel dull and sleepy! 
Does your mouth have a bad taste, especially in the morn
ing 1 Is there a sort of sticky slime collects about the 
teeth! Is your appetite poor! Is there a feeling like a 
heavy load on the stomach, sometimes a faint, all-gone sen
sation at the pit of the stomach, which food does not satisfy t 

Are your eyes sunken 1 Do your hands and feet become 
cold and feel clammy! Have you a dry cough! Do you 
expectorate greenish colored matter 1 Are you hawking 
and spitting all or part of the time! Do you feel tired all 
the while 1 Are you nervous, irritable and gloomy! Do 
you have e·vil forebodings! Is there a giddiness, a sort of 
whirling sensation in the head when rising up suddenly! 
Do your bo'wels become costive! Is your skin dry and hot 
at times! Is your blood thick and stagnant ! Are the 
whites of your eyes tinged with yellow! Is your urine 
scanty and high colored 1 Does it deposit a sediment after 
standing 1 Do you frequently spit up your food, sometimes 
with a sour taste and sometimes with a sweet! Is this 
frequently attended with palpitation of the heart! lias 
your vision become impaired 1 Are there spots before 
the eyes! Is there a feeling of great prostration and 
weakness! If you suffer from any of these symptoms, 
send me your name and I will send you, by mail, 

• • 

~hl~~~!~!u:t~j~i~ 
\ddress, naming this paper, Pro£ HART, 88 Warren St., New York._.._.,... 

ESTABLISHED 1850. 

Chapel Cry;ans} Heme Cry;ans} Church Cry;ans. 

Reliable Carpenter Organs. 
FOR CASH OR EASY Pf:... l'MENTS. SEND FOR CATALOCUE. 

Finest Action, Greatest Volume;: 

Easiest Blowing, Lightest Touch, 

Strongest Build, Longest Guarantee. 

Best Organ for the Dealer. 

Our Organs are sold in all 
countries and never fail to 

give the greatest satfs
faction. 

Grandest Effects, Surest Value, 

Sweetest Expression, Fullest Tone, 

Best Materials, Widest Reputation. 

Best Organ for the User. 

The .Action is the Only Es
sential part of an 

Organ. 

When taken out of the case it 
There is no valuable improve- plays just as well. The Car-

ment found in any Organ that ~lliillil·i··... . li penter Action is world re-
"The Carpenter" does not N nowned. Let your first 

Use Besl'des thl's they 1"1-(~ A R£C!ST~riCE ooGA.A choice be a good Action. 
h~ve many special fea- ~~C~l''l'o(.i11 'a's 11f()1 1~~~~ r: • .- • Then have the case 

tures that no others 11 1 ornamental, if you 
have. · 1 want to pay for it. 

Everybod?J should have our large 32 page Catalogue free to any address. 

E. P. CARPENTER co., BATTLEBORO, VT., u. s. A. 
MANUFACTORY AND HOME OFFICE. 

In writing always mention Kunkel's Musical Review. 

WHAT a pity it is that the travelers who renetrate into the 
heart of Africa are not, as a rule, musica enough to notate 
the songs which are so interesting amoug thos~ little· known 
but very interesting and musical tribes. So far as we know, 
Schweinfurth has been the only musical traveler who had 
gone far into the dark continent, and many of his musical 
memoranda were destroyed by fire before he emerged from 
Africa. There is much that may be discovered in ethnology 
by tracing the melodies of a primitive people, aud many 
points connected with the rise of music may be inferentially 
determined by this means. Besides this, the Central Africans 
are known to be very fond of music. Every traveler to that 
country carries along a music-box or two as propitiary pres
ents to hostile kings; the jewsharp hal! a home in Central Af
rica, and is greatly prized there; and Sir Samuel Baker says 
that a man traveling through Africa with a hand-organ would 
be as safe as one having a guard of soldiers with him. Per
haps Africa may yet give a composer or two to the music of 
the future.-Herald. 

CoRELLI.-This celebrated musician possessed a vein of 
good-humored pleasantry, of which the following is an agree
able instance: Adam Strunck, violinist of the Rector of Han
over, arriving at Rome, immediately paid him a visit. Corelli, 
not knowing his person, but learning in the course of conver
sation that he was a musician, asked what was his instrument. 
Strunck replied he played a little on the harpsichord and vio
lin, and begged the favor that Corelli would let him hear his 
performance on the latter instrument. Corelli politely com
plied; and, on laying down the violin, requested a specimen 
of Strunck' s abilities. The stranger began to play rather care
lessly, but so well as to induce Corelli to pay him a compli
ment on the freedom of his bow, and to remark, that, with 
practice, he would become an excellent player. Strunck 
then put the violin out of tune, and began to play with such 
skill. correcting with his fingers the mistuning of the instru
ment, that Corelli, amazed at his dexterity, exclaimed: ' 1 I 
am called Archangelo; but, by heaven, Sir, you must be Archi
diavolo I''-Musical Society. 

WITH music and poetry twin sisters among the muses, one 
would expect to find musicians generally fond of poetry, and 
poets ardently attached to music. This is, however, far from 
being the case. Neither Bach or Handel were great lovers of 
poetry, and if Beethoven was &reatll moved by Schiller's 
"Ode to Jov," it was rather because o the subject (universal 
brotherhood) than because of its treatment. Mozart cared 
little for poetry, and often merely took poems as so many pegs 
whereon to hang· melodies. Dr. Johnson disliked music, as 
did Dean Swift (to glance at the other side of the subject), and 
many of the most eminent poets and literateurs have had but 
the merest toleration for the art. 

Notable exceptions to this, however, were Shakespeare and 
Mil ton. Shakespeare continually proves himself a music-lover 
of good taste and culture, while Milton never speaks of music 
without becoming enthusiastic and impressive. Music was 
his most cherished recreation, and in the later days of his life, 
blind, old, poor, and forsaken, he found consolation at the or
gan, and allowed music to carry him into a world which was 
less harsh to him than the one in which he was forced to dwell 
awhile.-Exchange. 

FoRM in music, like beauty and grace in nature, is of ever
lasting attraction, says a writer in the Musical Times, and al
though a pericd of asceticism may pass over men's minds and 
urge them to rebel, and to be insensible to the attractions and 
fascinations of comeliness and order, they must return to the 
obedience demanded of nature's laws, perhaps wiser and bet· 
ter for the experiences gained through the age of rebellion. 
The lessons of the past lead to the highes• belief in the fu
ture, for with so many earnest laborers in the field there must 
be some good work a-doing. 

With form comes melody. The pieces by Wagner, the avowed 
antagonist of form, which have obtained greatest favor with 
the public, are those in which the demands of form are ob
served. His overtures to" Tanuhauser," the "Flying Dutch· 
man," and the "Meister11inger," which are among those most 
frequently repeated, are in good form. His mltrch in" Tann
h!l.user,'' another popular piece, in short march form, trio and 
all, and the Spinning chorus from the" Flying Dutchman," 
might, as far as the outline is concerned, have been written 
by one of the old Italian composers of the last century, while 
its melody might have emanated from the fertile brains of 
Balfe, Wallace, or Bishop. 

THE MINOR KEY.-Mathematical musicians aver that the 
Minor Key is not in nature. How comes it, then, that sailors' 
tunes, the Christmas carols, and the old monkish chants, be
tween which there is remarkable similarity, should partake 
so much of this mode? These come down to us from remote 
period!~; the Argonauts might have invented the 'first, and the 
shepherds of Bethlehem the second, for anything we know of 
the matter. It is hardly to be supposed that, in the infancy of 
the la.ngu&ge of sound, people who merely vented their feel
ings should affect a refinement beyond nature. But let us hear 
the two combinations. The major chord, which is thP. natural 
and perfect combination, as mathematicians impress upon us, 
conveys nothing beyond a satisfactory impression to the ear. 
The minor chord, on the contrary, carries the sentiment of 
melancholy in its sound ;-a shade passes over us as we hear 
it. It would be a pleasant deduction to draw thence. that all 
the misery, pain, or unhappiness, that are to be found in the 
world, are but the perversions of Nature's intentions, like the 
minor kev 1 Banish sorrow, and we should have no more 
sympathy· with so sophistic a mode. We believe that none of 
these quaint minor tunes, with which mariners are wont to 
soothe the dreary hours of their watch, have ever been pricked 
down in notes.-Spectator. · 
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STECK 
GREAT POWER. 

EVENNESS OF SCALE, 
RICH SINGING QUALiliES, 

WELL-BALANCED TONE, 
and ABSOLUTE DURABIILTY. 

Used by hundreds of Academies, Colleges, Schools, 
Etc., for more than 30 years, in preference to all 
others, because the STECK PIANOS have proved 
to be the Most Reliable Instruments after the 
severest test. 

What Some of the Leading Artists Say : 

WAGNER _"Everywhere acknowledged to 
1 be excellent." 

LISZT 
1
-"They give the liveliest satisfation" 

ESSIPQff 
1
_" The very best piano made." 

WILHELMJ _"Rank far above all possible 
1 competition." 

LUCCA "Are unparalleled for the majestic 
• - singing quality of tone which they 

possess." 

MANUFACTURERS, 

GEO. STECK & CO. 
Warerooms: STECK HALL, 

II East 14th Street, NEW YORK. 

PIANOS. 

BEST BATH EVER KNOWN. 

PUBLISHERS' 

ADVERTISING AGENT 

JOYFUL News for Boys and Girls!! Young 
and Old!! A NEW INVENTION just pat-

ented for Home use! . . 
!<'ret and Scroll Sawing, Turmng, Bor~ng, 

Drilling, Grinding, Polishmg, Screw Cuttmg. 
:Price $5 to $50. send 6 cents for 100 pages. 

EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass. 

lNFJ,UENCE 011' MUSIC ON DEER.-The stag, like many other 
animals, is influenced by the sound of music, and particularly 
fond of the shepherd's pipe, which is sometimes employed to 
lure him to destruction. He listens with tranquillity and seem
ing delight. Walter alludes to this partiality of the animal for 
music in his "Ode to Lady Issabella playing on the Lute," in 
the following lines: · 

" Here love takeR stand, and while she charms the ear, 
Empties his quiver on the listening deer; 
Music so softens and disarms the mind, 
That not an arrow does resistance find." 

And "Playford's Introduction to Music" has this passage: 
"Traveling some years since. I met on the road near Royston 
a herd of about twenty stags following a bagpipe and violin, 
which while the music played, went forward, when it ceased 
they all stood still, and in this manner they were brought out 
of Yorkshire to Hampton Court." Of fallow deer traveling on 
the road from one park to another, although at the diatance of 
nine miles, those from Turville Park, near Henley, afford a 
specimen; this was not, indeed, effected through the medium 
of "sweet sound," but by incessantly keeping the deer for 
three .days and nights in the park from whence they were 
driven; this want of rest rendered them so tame that they 
gave no trouble upon the road in their removal, but went qui
etly along like a flock of sheep, though the herd consisted of 
300 head.-Musical Herald. 

RICHARD CmuR DE LION was probably the most aristocratic 
minstrel mentioned in history, and the "gentlemen musi
cians" who now-a-days travel round the country with a don
key and a piano, disguising their doubtlessly noble features 
with false beards and big sombreros, are perhaps accustomed 
to claim the royal bard as their patron saint. But up to the 
present time, King Richard's claims to musical fame have 
been somewhat shadowy. It has at last been discovered that 
some solid basis for these claims exists, if a contemporary is 
to be believed, although the discovery relates rather to the 
king's poetical faculty, than to his musical attainments. A 
manuscript, it seems, has been found in the Treves Library, 
which contains fragments of a poem written by the illustrious 
warrior while he was held in that captivity whose hardships 
were lightened by the sweet strains of Blondel's guitar. The 
title of the work in question is "Sainte Nonna et son jUs Saint 
Devey," and the notes at the foot of the text ascribe the author
ship to Richard. Here is food for musical antiquarians. 

Times are indeed changed since the days of the lion-hearted 
troubadour, and we do not suppose that even that most mel
ancholy bore, the laudator temporis acti, would wish to bring 
those days back agaia. The Prince of Wales is no doubt an 
enlightened man, who is in active sympathy with the musical 
developments of his time, but the most wildly irreverent mind 
can hardly picture him as a wandering minstrel; nor is it easy 
to think of him as a prisoner, say in the wilds of Ireland, with 
Mr. Cusins solacing his captivity by singing somnolent melo
dies outside his dungeon window. The old regime bas indeed 
a touch of romance lacking to-day, but, after all, there can 
be no doubt as to which condition of things is most favorable 
to art.-Musical World. 

SEPTUAGENARIAN, YET YOUNG. 

HE Daily News of London, Eng., publishes 
an interesting account of a visit recently 
paid to Verdi by Giuseppe Giacesa. "I 
asked Mme. Verdi," he says," whether 
the maestro was think of any new work." 
The good and distinguished lady, who is 
really the guardian angel of her husband. 

Q replied: "li"'or mercy's sake let him rest; 
don't you think he has worked enough?" Ire
member that at Milan, on the evening of" Ot.ello," 
while the crowd applauded below his window, he 
said to me, fixing his deep and shin ng eyes on my 
face: "If I were forty years younger, I would be
gin to work again to-morrow." 1 am convinced 
that under the stimulus of some new idea he would 
actually grow younger by forty years. The warm 
passion, the masculine anguish that palpitates in 
every note of "Otello" proves it. A really old man 
does not love and suffer so. This immense dra
matic force cannot be only the fruit of knowledge. 
To pray like Desdemona, to weep and despair and 
go mad like Othello, the fire of the composer's soul 
must be covered with very few ashes and ready to 
burst into flame. Two days after the first perform
ance of" Otello" I dined with the maestro and his 
wife. Of course we spoke of the opera and the 
great fatigue it must have caused. All at once the 
maestro, who, while we were talking, had gradu
ally become thoughtful, exclaimed: "How sad it is 
to have finished it! How solitary I feel! Till 
now, as soon as I woke, 1 took up all the love, the 
rage, the jealousy, the deceit of my personages. 
I said to myself, 'To-day I must write that scene,' 
and if it did not come to my mind I armed myself 
for a struggle, certain of victory, and then, when 
my task was finished, there remained the rehearsal, 
the doubts, the study to clearly explain my thought 
to the actors, to make them act in my way, the 
scenic inventions which the representative reality 
suggested to me; and I returned home still agi
tated by the splendid theatrical life, glad when my 
intentions were realized, meditating on what I pro
posed to arrive at on the morrow, so that I felt no 
fatip:ue, and was not conscious of my age. But 
now! Now, that 'Otello' belongstothe public, it 
ceases to be mine, it separates itself from me en
tirely, and the place it held within me was so large 
that I feel an enormous vacancy, and think that I 
can never again fill it up." 

r 

EDUCATIONAL. 

MISS NELLIE STRONC 
Announcos·her return from 

EUROPE, 
and will open her 

MUSIC ROOMS 
FOR PRIVATE PIANO PUPILS 

Sept. 27th, at 2601 Washington Ave., 2nd Floor. 
Applications received daily, 11 A. 111:. to 1 P. M., and 2 to 4 P. H. 

HELLMUTH LADIES' COLLEGE, L~~;~·D~nt. 
Has few equals and no supe1'ior in America. 

Highest Culture, Music, Art, Literature, Elocution. 
Climate exceptionally healthy. Cost moderate. For circula.rs, 

address, 
79-6 REV. E. N. ENGLISH, M. A., PRINCIPAL. 

Claverack College Conservatory, 
Claverack, N. Y., Cltas. \V, J .. andon, Director. 

Instrumental, Vocal, Theoretical and Teacher's Courses. 
Diplomas and Degrees conferred. Send for catalogue. 

REV. A. H. FLACK, A M., Pres't . 

Cleveland School of Music. 
A. C?mplete course of instruction in Piano, Voice. Organ, 
V10lm, all Orchestral Instruments, Harmony, Theory, Musi
cal form, expression, etc. Terms begin January 31st, April 
9th, summer term June 22d. Send for catalogue. 

ALFRED ARTHUR, Director, 
44 Euclid Avenue, CLEVELAND, 0, 

Many of the Best Music Teachers, 
Singers, Players and Composers 

Have qualified themselves for their profession in 
THE AMERICAN 

Normal Musical Institute. 
The Principal's method of Ear training, Voice training, and 

Eye training is unique, and very interesting to both teacher 
and pupil, and results in advancing pupils at least 
TWICE AS FAST AS THE USUAL METHODS. 

Theory, Harmony, Composition, Conducting Piano-Forte, 
etc., Will be THOROUGHLY TAUGHT. 

Works of the great masters will be studied and performed 
in public Recitals and Concerts. Haydn's CRE.A TION will be 
given. 

FACULTY OF FOUR EMINENT TEACHERS. 
~Teachers from ten States were present last year. 
The Session for 1888 will be held at Dixon, Ill., commencing 

July 30th, and continuing four weeks. Send for circulars. 
Address, 

S. W. STRAUB, Principal, 
243 State Street, Chicago. 

A Skin of Beauty Is a Joy Forever. 
DB. 'r. FELIX GO'UBA'UD'S 

ORIENTAL CREAM OR MAGICAL BEAUTIFIER. 
RemoveR '!'an, Pimples, Freck

les, Moth-Patches, Rash and Skin 

~~sae~:;~· ~~~ ed~tles bl~~~~~ioon~ 
It has stood the test of 37 yesra, 
and is so harmless we t~ste it to 
be sure the preparation Is proper
ly made. Accept no counterfeit 
of similar name. '£he distin-

f~J~h~1 t~!·£'~u1to~a~:r, ps:l~!~)~ 
" As yon ladies will use them, I 
recommend · 'Gou~and'8 Cream' 
as the least harmful of all the 
Skin preparations." One bottle 

:"j~~y)!~. si~Is~0P~~dreus~!til! 
removes superfluous hair with
out injury to the skin. 

l!' ERD. T . HoPKrNB, Manager, 

~~~~dffi~~;·3io~~~f~o~~ers0stN~ 
Fancy qoods pcalers throughout U. S., c!'n°:d!a~~dbkn~~P~r~~=::r~ 
of base 1m1tat10ns. $1,000 l~eward for arrest and proof of any one selling 
the same. 79-1~ 

V"J:TT ~-uss. 
Manufacturer of and Dealer in 

B••ts aadl Slloest 
103 SOUTH FIFTH STREET. 

I 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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ON BECEIP'l' 0!' 

6CENT& 
CENTS 

FOR 

POSTAGE 

DO NOT fAIL 
TO 

OBTAIN ONE. 

oa~Y~~:~~~~1~ng FIFTEEN HUNDRED <1500> ILLUSTRA
TIONS g~:~\ifuttl~ JEWELS, ART and SILVERWARE. 

It contains Taluable and Interesting information about 
WEDDINGS, (Invitations and Anniversaries). 

PRECIOUS STONES, (Significance and Corresponding Months). 

SOLID SILVER. WARES, (Theirvalueandneauty). 

WHAT SHALL I BUY FOR A PRESENT, (F~~~~~fs~~~)~e 
SILVER PLATED WARES, (lf~:~~~~~~ulFormsandmarvenouslr 
And many other features ALL MANKIND and particularly LADIES 

of great interest to to the • 
Bend SIX CENTS ~ cover postage and it will be promptly 1ent to rou by 

MERMOD & JACCARD JEWELRY CO. 
BROADWAY & LOCUST STREET, ST:'LOUIS. 

TH.£RE ARE SIX FEATURES OF 

~~l ~ ~J~~~~--, 
\__~-~~~~ ~ ~ 

Great St. Louis Dry Goods House, 
ABOUT WHICH THE PUBLIC SHOULD KEEP FULLY INFORMED. 

1st. The fact that every article worn by woman is for sale under their roof. 
2d. That full stocks of House Furnishing, House Decorating and Gents' Furnishing Goods are a specialty. 
Sd. That but one price, and that the very lowest is put upon. all goods. 

• 4,th. That this store is the most Central in St. Louis, and withm but one or two blocks of any street railroad. 
ath. That customers are satisfactorily waited upon, and goods delivered in half the time taken by any other large house 

in St. Louis. 
6th. That having 33 Stores (as follows) under one roof, they can and do guarantee the cheapest goods in St. Louis, viz.: 

Ribbon Store. Cloth Store. Flannel Store. 
Notion Store. Black Goods t;tore. Lining Store. 
Embroidery Store. Cotton Goods Store. Cloak and Suit t;tore. 
Lace Store. Linen Goods Store. Shawl Store. 
Trimming Store. Silk and Velvet Store. Underwear and Corset Store. 
Gents' Furnishing Store. Dress Goods Store. Children's Clothing Store. 
Handkerchief Store. Paper Pattern Store. Quilt and Blanket Store. 
White Goods Store. Art Embroidery Store. UP,holstery Store. 
Calico Store. House Furnishing Store. Millinery t'3tore. 
Summer Suiting Store. Parasol and Umbrella Store. Shoe Atore. 
Gingh.am Store. Hosiery Store. Glove Store. 

Orders by Mall Receive Prompt Attention by Being Addressed to the 

WM. BARR DRY GOODS COMPANY, 
SIXTH, OLIVE TO LOCUST STREETS, ST. LOUIS. 

qq~UIS LE.A.N.ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS. 
'fr,}~t;~;~{;:lh a~ft:o~~~ff{c}~~~ s.implvstopping the FAT-produc-
the general health. 6c. in sl!amps A J tn~ effects of food. The supply , 
for circula1'S covering testimoni bemo stopped the natural work- m. ' 
alB. S. E. MARSH Co., ~SUi ing of the system draws on the 
Madison Sq., Philadelphia, Pa. tat and at once 1·educes weight. · 

DO NOT BUY UNTIL SEEING THE 

NEW .BURDETT ORGAN LIST. 
BURDETT ORGAN CO., Limited, Erie, Pa. 

PIANO DACTYLION. 
c 

A new invention of great practical value and 
real benefit to the Piano Player. 
To strengthen the fingers. 
'l'o improve the touch. 
'l'o ensure flexibility and rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To save time and a vast amount of labor. 

Used, endorsed, and highly recommended by the 
best of Pianists and Teachers, among whom-
MAD. JULIE RIVE-KING. MR. S. B. MILLS. 
MR. CHAS. KUNKEL. MR. H. G. ANDRES. 
MR. ARMIN DOERNER, MR. OTTO SINGER. 

MR. GEO. SCHNEIDER. 
Introduced at, and used b;v, the different Ool· 

leges of Music in Oincinnat1. 

AGINTS WAN'rl!:D IVE:BYWBEBZ. Send for Circulars. 

L,;. E. LEVASSOR, Manufacturer, 
~~ W. Fourth St., Cincbmatl, o. 

COMICAL CHORDS. 

"OH! aunty," cried little Amy in the nursery yesterday, 
"make Freddy behave himself; every time I happen to hit 
him on the head with t}:le mallet, he bursts out crying.''-N. 
Y. World. 

MR. WINKs-May I have the honor of your company to the 
Wagner concert? 

Miss de Blue-Certainly. I dote on Vogner. When is it? 
Mr. Winks-Vonsday. 

A LITTLE High street girl, whose father's orchard was re
cently devastated by thievish small boys, indignantly de
clared the next morning: "I guess we'll have to get a rhu
barb wire fence."-St. Albans Messenger. 

"WHEw I" sighed the umbrella," how I suffer! I am worn 
to a skeleton, and have had four of my ribs broken for a 
week." 

"Go to I" retorted the hat. "You suffer I Why every night 
of my life is spent upon the rack. "-Time. 

"WHAT in the world, John," asked his wife, "did you open 
that can of tomatoes with?" 

"Can-opener, of course," he growled; ''what do you s'pose 
I opened it with?" 

, ... 1 thought, from the language you used, you were openini: 
it with prayer.-Life. 

TEACHER-What is tautology? 
Boy-Repetition . 
Teacher-Give me an example. 
Boy-We are going to have sheep's head for dinner, and my 

sister Elsie's beau is coming to dinner also. 
Teacher- Go up head. 

DORA-How did you fetch him at last, dear? 
Lo.ura-1 told him I'd about made up my mind to become a 

Sister of Mercy. 
Dora-How did that affect him ? 
Laura-He asked me if I wouldn't practice on him as my 

first unfortunate.-Time. 

LITTLE Johnny one day surprised his father with: 
"Pa, I love grandma, and I want to marry her.'' 
"You silly boy ; that would be impossible.'' 
' ' Why, pa?'' 
"Because-because she is my mother.'' 
"Well, pa, didn't you marry my mother?" 
Po. collapses.-N. Y. World. 

MR WABASH (of Chicago)-Yes, Miss Waldo, I see the Atlan
tic ocean to-day for the first time. What a vast amount of mer
chandise is carried on the broad bosom of that mighty sheet 
of water! 

Miss Waldo (of Boston)-Ah, yes, Mr. Wabash; it is very ad
vantageously situated, you know, being so near Boston!-
7'ime. 

"I HAVE fame at last within my grasp," said an ambitious 
composer. 

"How so?" 
"You know that Mendelssohn's • Wedding March' helped 

amazingly in making his fame?'' • 
"Well, what of it?" 
"I shall write a divorce march.''-Lincoln Journal. 

DEACON-I saw you at our evening service last night, sir. 
Strangers are always welcome. 

Young Man-Thanks. 
Deacon-I suppose you find church-going a great comfort? 
Young Man-Yes, sir. Did you notice the little girl whose 

prayer-book I helped hold up? 
Deacon-Yes. 
Young Man-She's a great comfort, too.-7ime. 

CHICAGO EDITOR (to new man)-See here, sir; this won't do. 
You refer to the late lamented Mr. Greatman, of Chicago, as 
having been "gathered to his fathers." 

New Man (from the East)-lt is a Biblical term, sir, and I 
have seen it used in Philadelphia. 

Chicago Editor-It won't do here. Mr. Greatman's mother 
was divorced and married half a dozen times, and it might 
look like a reflection on the family.-Exchange. 

AMONG the most deservedly popular of Gilmore's soloists, 
Mr. Stengler, the solo clarinet. deserves special mention. A 
musician on the stage, a gentleman everywhere, he combines 
the skill of the virtuoso with the modesty of the man of thor
ough knowledge. 

ERNEST REYER is at Uriage, where he is at work on the fourth 
act of "Salamm bo.' ' It is not known whether the opera will 
be brought out at Paris or at Brussels. 'l'he composer answers 
all interrogations invariably thus, "Where Mlle. Caron is, 
there only will' Salammbo' be given." 

MR. L. C. ELSON, musician, wit and journalist, three in one, 
is giving a series of lectures on musical history at the East, 
and may possibly make a Western trip with a lecture upon 
"Wagner and the Bayreuth Festival." If he should conclude 
to do so, we hope he will push at least as far as St. Louis. We 
shall probably refer to this matter again-when we shall have 
received direct ad vices from Mr. Elson. 
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To accommodate a large number of buyers we will 
until further notice, sell new pianos on payments of 
$10 to $25 par month to suit purchaser. Our stock is 
c~refully selected and contains latest improved 
p1anos of all grades, from medium to the best, in all 

styles of Squares, Uprights, Cabinet Grands, Parlor 
Grands, and Concert Grands, from the factories of 
DECKER BROS., CHICKERING, HAINES STORY 
& CAMP, MATHUSHEK, FISCHER AND OTHERS, 

~iving a variety to select from that can not be found 
m any other house in the country. 
Ever~ in~trument warranted. Catalogues mailed 

on apphcatwn. 
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SPEC IlL NOTICE I 

ALL REGULAR AGENTS FOR 

It is a known fact that the snarehead of a drum, 
in order to respond to the slightest touch of the 
stick, should be very thin and have much leas ten 
aion than the tough batterhead. To accomplish 
this was a problem, which remained unsolved 
until we invented our Duplex Drum, the heads of 
which are tightened separately. 

Send for Oircular and Price List. 

N. LEBRUN MUSIC CO. 
. 606 Market St., ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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"TRANSCENDENTAL" MUSICIANS. 

I
RANSCENDENTAL music1 says the Musi

cal Times, is indeed mus1c waiting " for 
some thought." If the student's intellect
ual faculties are not-how shall I aay?-on 
friendly terms with his artistic faculties, 
if he persists in believing that art is a 
heavenly inspiration, not amenable to 
gross theories of A and B, he is in dan~er 

of becoming a confirmed transcendentalist. 'Ihe 
gift of an extremely fine ear (which is the same 
thing as" a talent for music") may save him, but 
if he has only a moderate musical capacity, and ideas 
do not easily present themselves, or differentiate 
themselves from non-ideas, he is of the stuff of 
which transcendentalists are made. This is the 
kindofman who says-having written something 
unusually crude-"Thatis how I imagined it, and I 
can't alter it." Why, your real or properly ed
ucated musician can put his thought m a hundred 
different lights, and what we call his genius lies in 
the swiftness and certainty with which he can de
cide which is the best. The young man who can't 
alter what he has written should be made to write 
variations constantly until be learns to rule his 
ideas-not let them rule him. People who try to 
work in a fine frenzy are, in fact, "duffers. " Only 
this vulgar epithet 1s suitable to so vulgar a class. 
Not that the fine frenzy itself is a bad, or anything 
but a lofty emotion; without enthusiasm and po
etic ardor, our compositions would come down to 
the ignominious level of the Exercise Cantata, 
than which there is no lower artistic depth; but 
the musician must not trust to his feelings for as
sistance in composition. Critics they are, none 
better, but nothing else. Comparison with the 
works of your great predecessors is your only 
beacon-light, yet a transcendentalist said to me 
once-" I don't want to hear any more music for 
fear of being influenced by it {tnd so writing what 
is not original." It is useless to enquire of such a 
wrong-headed creature what his idea of originar 
music was, but I did ask him if he thought he 
could have written better if he had never heard or 
known any music whatever, and he said'' Yes." 
Certainly if he composed anything under those 
circumstances it would be more interesting than 
are his presen.t works . 

A RICH merchant and great amateur of music at Leeds, 
Samson Fox, has given 6,000 pounds to the Royal Conl!!erva
tory of London, for the construction of a new edifice for the 
academy. 

VoN BuLow is to leave Berlin in March directly after the 
Philharmonic concerts end; he comes to America and will 
give, in April and May, four Beethoven recitals and two or
chestral concerts in New York and the same number in Boston. 

Are provided with receipts, of which the 
adjoining cut is a fac-sin1ile, save that in 
the regular receipts the firm signature of 
the publishers is not printed, but written 
in ink. Any one giving his subscription 
to a person not provided with these r e
ceipts does so at his own risk, as the 
publishers WII,L HONOR NONE OTHERS, 

unless they actually receive the cash for 
the subscriptions. 

$ ................ .for one year's subscription to K1.tnkel' s Musical Review, 
commencin_t with~ ...................... ............. 188 , Endin_t witk ..................................... 188 
Thl1 Receipt is not good unless countersigned bY the Publishers : 

.!gent. 
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